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Chapter 1

2012

1.1 June

1.1.1 God vs The Multiverse (Part 1: Introduction) (2012-06-13 16:05)

We want it to be clear that we are not making any claims based upon religion, as the rational argument
for God’s Existence is not contingent on the belief in religion. Try to keep this in mind when you read the
commentson this first post, as our regular readers who do believe in the Torah, discuss the issue of the religious
implications of a rational proof from science for God’s Existence.

The common impression that modern day scientists convey to the world is that [1]God is unnecessary. Science
has demonstrated that only religious fools still believe in God. The purpose of these posts is to show that
the opposite is true. Modern science has in fact supplied compelling evidence for the rational belief in the
existence of God.
We want to make it clear from the outset that we are not seeking to prove Divine Providence from any of
these arguments. While it is obvious that the idea of an Intelligent Cause for the universe is consistent with
a belief in Providence, the proof from the constants only establishes that there is an Intelligent Designer, not
that He relates to mankind in a unique manner.
For someone whose belief in God is rooted in blind faith, scientific knowledge is not relevant. But there are
many others who seek a genuine knowledge that God exists, and are perplexed by the ”conclusion” reached
by atheistic scientists who deny God. They realize the difference between knowledge and faith; that you
can ”will” yourself to have faith, but you cannot will yourself to have knowledge. Knowledge demands an
investigation into the nature of reality with an open mind, searching for the truth. It is for these people that
we wrote these posts.
We will present a proof for One Intelligent Cause for the universe. This is the basic concept that the term
’God’ will refer to in the context of these posts, until we elaborate upon it more in Stage Three. We want
to stress that the argument is not contingent upon any prior religious beliefs. This proof is contingent only
upon scientific knowledge (which we will support by citing major scientists) and philosophical reasoning.

In the proof, we will use [2]inductive reasoning from the fine tuning of the constants in nature and the initial
conditions of the big bang, to infer an Intelligent Designer of the universe. What we mean by ’proof’ is that
a reasonable person would logically draw the same conclusion after understanding the arguments. We do
not mean ’proof’ in the sense of a mathematical proof or [3]deductive reasoning, but rather in the sense of a
rational argument.
No proof from current science is absolute. Any proof from science is subject to the radical doubt that one’s
current model of reality is totally wrong. Nevertheless, it is rational to use your mind to the best of your
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ability to establish what you believe to be true. We are not trying to disprove skepticism. We are assuming
the reader accepts the human mind, its ability to reason correctly about reality, and the validity of the
scientific method in reaching true conclusions. To say it succinctly, if you do not think that science has proven
that the sun will rise tomorrow in the east, then you will not think this is a proof. This proof will not exceed
the reality you grant to scientific knowledge in general.
Our main objectives are to show a path in studying the deep wisdom in the creation as revealed by modern
science, and also to present a proof of God from the constants and initial conditions. Because of this dual
objective, we will be including many interesting ideas from modern science that are related to the proof, even
though it is not contingent upon them. We will try to be clear about what is necessary for the proof, and
what is only to provide a direction to understanding the great wisdom in the universe, as revealed through
modern scientific knowledge.
Unfortunately, it is anathema to most scientists to recognize a non-physical, intelligent cause. So they deny
it. The prevalent trend in explaining away the proof is the theory of the [4]multiverse. Reading [5]Stephen
Hawking’s article in the Wall Street Journal entitled [6]Why God Did Not Create the Universe, as well as an
article in Discover magazine entitled [7]S[8]cience’s Alternative to an Intelligent Creator, will be helpful in
gaining background for some of the issues that we will be discussing. Many top physicists and cosmologists
believe in some version of the multiverse, and it seems that every year, more and more join the ranks of
believers. By some accounts, most physicists currently have faith in it.

In general, the proofs that scientists use for the multiverse are, in fact, the best proofs for God. There is a
part of a person which initially doubts that there is a proof from science simply based upon the fact that most
scientists don’t believe in God. However, one’s conviction in the reality of the true God can be qualitatively
increased when he sees what many scientists are compelled to believe in an effort to deny an Intelligent
Cause. The greatest minds of our generation’s scientists would not posit something as wildly speculative as
the multiverse, were it not for the fact that the necessary alternative is an Intelligent Designer.

The proof is predicated upon a person recognizing that the universe that we observe is special, in the sense
that it is highly structured and ordered on all scales of magnitude and complexity; that it has incredible
beauty, symmetry, and simplicity from its most fundamental laws to the complex organisms that inhabit it.
We have never heard any scientist argue this point, and we think everyone who has basic scientific knowledge
understands this point. [9]This amazing interactive site helps convey an appreciation of this idea.
We have embedded videos in many of the posts, as well as linked to scientific articles. While it is not necessary
to watch and read everything, we highly recommend the videos in particular, as they will greatly enhance
you appreciation for the main points in the posts. We will also include many links to Wikipedia articles that
further elaborate on the points and provide some background information.
We will try to keep these posts as short and clear as possible, and we encourage you to click on the more
significant links in order to deepen your understanding of the issues involved. We will not be able to take up
every point in the articles and videos we link to. However, we will try to answer specific questions you have
in the comments section of each particular post. If you have any questions on what we say, or if you want to
add any points that we missed, feel free to do so in the comments. We hope that an active discussion about
the ideas of these posts, with us and between the readers themselves, will help illuminate the many nuances
of the proof.
We will only mention a few of the many constants that science knows are fine tuned. You can find a more
detailed explanation of the fine tuning of specific constants in the book [10]Just 6 Numbers by Martin Rees
(who also happens to believe in the multiverse), which is intended for the general reader. There are many
other good sources on the web and You Tube, should you choose to pursue the matter further.
There will be three stages to the proof. In Stage One, we will be following along with the scientists. We
are well aware that we are not world renowned physicists, and we do not expect you to accept the facts of
modern science based on our authority. (While one of us does have a PhD in mathematics, and the other has
a Bachelor’s degree in physics, we know that does not make us experts by any stretch of the imagination.)
We will be presenting well established science throughout Stage One, using the scientists themselves in videos,
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articles, and Wiki links. We will also provide explanations of the material, so that you can understand the
arguments first hand, to the best of your ability.
We will depart from the scientists in Stage Two of the proof, when they argue that the evidence points to a
multiverse. We will argue clearly and persuasively (we hope), that the multiverse is not a viable alternative
explanation to an Intelligent Designer. In Stage Three we will present a formulation for the Intelligent
Designer of the universe, that stands up to all the numerous questions that atheistic scientists lodge against
God.

1. http://news.yahoo.com/science-someday-rule-possibility-god-115945479.html

2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Induction_(philosophy)

3. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deductive_reasoning

4. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multiverse

5. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stephen_Hawking

6. http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704206804575467921609024244.html

7. http://discovermagazine.com/2008/dec/10-sciences-alternative-to-an-intelligent-creator/

8. http://discovermagazine.com/2008/dec/10-sciences-alternative-to-an-intelligent-creator/

9. http://scaleofuniverse.com/

10. http://www.amazon.com/Just-Six-Numbers-Forces-Universe/dp/0465036724

1.1.2 God vs The Multiverse (Part 2: The Mystery) (2012-06-17 15:40)

Science tries to explain things through a process of simplification. This means explaining one thing in terms
of something else more basic. Simplification generally means unifying different phenomenon by explaining
them in terms of fewer things. For example, Newton’s theory of gravity unified the phenomenon of things
falling to the ground on Earth, with the phenomenon of planets orbiting the sun. Both things were explained
in terms of one principle (gravity) which is more fundamental.
The most basic things are called ’fundamental’. The most basic laws are called the ’fundamental laws of
physics’. The concept of ’fundamental’ is of utmost importance in science. Science is seeking to explain the
most fundamental reality. Science is seeking to explain everything in terms of one (ideally) fundamental
theory. This ”theory of everything” will be the fundamental law of physics, in the sense that all other laws
can be derived from it, but it cannot be explained in terms of anything simpler.

The most basic particles, ’[1]fundamental particles’, are those that can combine to make everything else
that is more ’complex’. These fundamental particles have intrinsic properties like mass. The more mass
something has, the more it weighs. Every single electron in the universe has the exact same amount of mass.
We can quantify the amount of mass in an electron by comparing it to any proton. Every proton is always
[2]1,836.15267245 times more massive than any electron. It is constantly that amount. Hence, we call the
mass of an electron a ’constant.’
The term ’constant’ is used in physics to refer to a particular number that doesn’t change, and tells us how
big something is. It could be how heavy an electron is, how fast light moves, how strong gravity is, etc.
All these things are finite quantities, which have particular, unchanging values that we only know through
measurements and observations. These quantities are called constants.

How can science explain the value of the above mentioned constant in terms of something more fundamental?
What determines this number? Why isn’t it 2000 or 7.6453 or .000001? Why aren’t electrons more massive
than protons? Can science go any further? How do you explain a number?
[3]Richard Feynman expresses this difficulty in his book QED (page 129), with regard to one of these con-
stants, the fine structure constant (which he refers to as the coupling constant. Don’t get scared if you don’t
understand what the fine structure constant is. It’s not essential to the proof. Think about the mass of the
electron if it is easier to relate to.)
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”There is a most profound and beautiful question associated with the observed coupling
constant...It is a simple number that has been experimentally determined to be close to 0.08542455.
(My physicist friends won’t recognize this number, because they like to remember it as the inverse
of its square: about 137.03597 with about an uncertainty of about 2 in the last decimal place. It
has been a mystery ever since it was discovered more than fifty years ago, and all good theoretical
physicists put this number up on their wall and worry about it.) Immediately you would like to
know where this number for a coupling comes from: is it related to pi or perhaps to the base of
natural logarithms? Nobody knows. It’s one of the greatest damn mysteries of physics: a magic
number that comes to us with no understanding by man. You might say the ”hand of God” wrote
that number, and ”we don’t know how He pushed his pencil.” We know what kind of a dance to
do experimentally to measure this number very accurately, but we don’t know what kind of dance
to do on the computer to make this number come out, without putting it in secretly!”

What was the mystery that all good theoretical physicists worried about for 50 years?
In our current conception of the fundamental laws of physics, there are 25 or so physical constants (specific
quantities like the mass or charge of an electron), some of which are [4]dimensionless physical constants (a pure
number with no units. This is not as abstract a concept as it sounds. It basically just means a ratio between
two things with similar units.) One of these dimensionless constants is 0.08542455, which characterizes the
strength of the electromagnetic force and is directly related to the charge of an electron. (The bigger the
number, the stronger the repulsive force between two electrons would have been.) The essential mystery is
not tied to the fine structure constant in particular. It is just one of 25 examples. When Feynman wrote
this in 1985, all these constants were shrouded in this tremendous mystery. What sense is there to specific
numbers being fundamental?
In order to understand Feynman’s question, you have to realize what he is assuming. He is assuming that
a number cannot be fundamental. This is because it makes very little sense to say that the most basic
existences in reality are 25 arbitrary numbers. What Feynman is asking is that if these numbers are not
fundamental, how can science possibly explain these constants in terms of something more fundamental?
An appreciation of this problem is necessary before we can move forward in the story. Specific fundamental
numerical values seem to defy any possible form of explanation. It doesn’t seem reasonable to believe that
any qualitative physical theory will ever spit out a number like 137.03597 (and some of the other numbers
are even worse). They seem totally arbitrary. (It would be a different story if the numbers we were trying to
produce were 1, 3, or the square root of 2 pi; if it were numbers like these, maybe we could stand a chance at
deriving them from some qualitative concept. For instance, if it involved pi, we would look for a qualitative
law involving circles...) This was one of the biggest difficulties in modern physics. We had absolutely no
understanding about these fundamental constants, yet they were essential parts of our equations.
Two solutions were proposed (and still are by a minority of scientists) to try to explain where these arbitrary
numbers came from. The first theory simply stated that these 25 numbers were Necessary Existences (this
is the theory Feynman is implicitly rejecting). Needless to say, this did not satisfy most physicists. While
it is obvious that you will ultimately arrive at an idea which is irreducible and not explainable in terms of
simpler concepts, it is one thing when your axiomatic ideas are nice theories such as general relativity and
quantum mechanics (or maybe a grand unified theory if you prefer one eternal existence); it is altogether a
different thing to have a pantheon filled by general relativity, quantum mechanics, and 25 arbitrary numbers,
all necessarily coexisting.
A second theory speculated that perhaps these 25 numbers were necessary results of some qualitative Master
Mathematical Equation that had yet to be discovered. This too did not satisfy most physicists as it does
not seem plausible that any qualitative law would naturally generate the specificity of numbers required by
observation. There was a general state of discontent with these forced explanations as they did not provide
very much understanding or insight into the values of the constants.
What was the mystery that all good theoretical physicists worried about for 50 years?
Feynman’s mystery is an abstract point. (Notice that we haven’t mentioned anything about probability or
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fine tuning.) How could arbitrary numbers be a fundamental part of reality? And if they weren’t fundamental,
what could possibly have caused the constants?

1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elementary_particle

2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proton-to-electron_mass_ratio

3. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_Feynman

4. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dimensionless_physical_constant

1.1.3 God vs The Multiverse (Part 3: The Solution) (2012-06-19 17:02)

The major breakthrough in our understanding of the constants became widespread in 1986 with the publica-
tion of [1]Barrow and [2]Tippler’s landmark book called the The Anthropic Cosmological Principle. In it,
they explained the constants using the strong [3]anthropic principle. (It comes in a weak form and a strong
form, as well as many other misused forms. Different authors use it in different ways, which has led to much
confusion. The key thing is not the labels, but rather an understanding of the different logical arguments
employed. See the Hawking article from the introduction for a specific example.)
The significant advance in our knowledge was the recognition that the constants were not arbitrary. Rather,
the constants were [4]fine tuned in a way that only these specific values, within a very small range of variation,
result in a universe with order, structure, complex life, etc. Even slightly different values of the constants
would lead to a random, chaotic, meaningless universe.
Some particular examples, among many, deal with stars. Stars produce energy by fusing two hydrogen atoms
into a single helium atom. During that reaction, 0.007 percent of the mass of the hydrogen atoms is converted
into energy. If the percentage were 0.006, the universe would be filled only with hydrogen. If it was 0.008,
the universe would have no hydrogen, and therefore no water and no stars like the sun.
Another example is the fine tuning of the fine structure constant of the previous post. Barrow [5]showed that
if the constant was greater or smaller by 4 %, the nuclear fusion in stars would not produce carbon, thereby
making carbon-based life impossible. (Max Born was actually the first physicist to recognize the key role
this constant played in determining atomic structure in 1935 when he gave a lecture called The Mysterious
Number 137. It was only after 1986 however, that this type of explanation for many of the constants became
widely understood.)
One of the deeper ways to look at it is, if the fundamental laws of physics stayed the same but the values
for different constants changed, we would still have physics but we wouldn’t have cosmology, astronomy,
chemistry, or biology. Change one number, and right after the big bang the universe either collapses in on
itself or blows up too quickly to produce galaxies. Change a different constant and stars don’t form. Change
a different number and there are no atoms or the periodic table. Change another one and life never evolves.
Yet all the constants are perfectly fine tuned just right so we have these complex phenomenon, and areas of
beauty and wisdom in addition to physics.
We want to make it clear that we are notsaying that the constants of nature were set for human
existence exclusively (as the terminology ’anthropic principle’ implies). On the contrary, we believe that
man should draw a very different conclusion about a human being’s significance in the vast cosmos. (We will
develop this idea more in a later post.) Rather, we are arguing that the constants were fine tuned to produce
all the myriads of wonderous creations in the cosmos on all orders of magnitude, i.e. galaxies, nebulae,
stars, quasars, pulsars, solar systems, planets, carbon based DNA, the possibility of non-carbon based life,
intelligence, molecules, atoms, etc.
It is important to realize how this [6]teleological explanation (which is one usage for the anthropic principle)
removes the difficulty presented by Feynman in the prior post. The mystery of the constants was how
seemingly arbitrary numbers could be fundamental. What was discovered was that these numbers were
neither arbitrary or fundamental as they seemed at first. Rather, they were fine tuned in the sense that only
these numbers in conjunction with the qualitative laws of relativity and quantum mechanics would lead to
the universe we observe.
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A teleological explanation is an explanation of something based upon a final cause or a purpose. For example,
we could explain why a salt shaker has little holes on its top, based upon it’s purpose of sprinkling salt on
people’s food. That doesn’t tell us what made the little holes, but it does explain why they are there based
upon the concept that the salt shaker was made to serve a certain purpose.
Similarly, the reason why the constants and the laws are designed the way they are, is in order for the universe
to result from them. Were they to be even slightly different, all that would exist would be chaotic nonsense.
The particular number for the constants was chosen because the purpose of the laws and constants of physics
are to produce a meaningful universe.
This explanation only became possible once science had an understanding of the laws of physics and the
critical role that these quantities play in them. Prior to this understanding, it would have been totally
speculative to posit any type of teleological explanation.
The solution to the mystery is that the constants are not ultimately fundamental. The Fundamental of the
’fundamental constants’ is an Intelligent Agent who selected the specific values. It is important to understand
why this solution is not beset by the problem of having to determine the values of the constants to the
120th decimal place. The demand to explain every last decimal place is only upon the Master Mathematical
Equation theory which speculates that there exists some unique mathematical equation which precisely
determines the numbers. A unique equation does not determine a range of values. (In fact, the Necessary
Existence theory fails, not because it doesn’t explain the number to precision, but because it fails to explain
why it’s even in the range.)
An Intelligent Agent is able to choose between a range of numbers (i.e. between 130 and 150) all of which
yield the same result. We can explain and understand why He didn’t choose 129 or 151, because since they
are outside the range of values, He wouldn’t have accomplished His purpose. Unless we have more knowledge,
we can’t explain why he picked the exact number 137.03597. If we discover in the future that it mattered
more (meaning the range is only 136-138), then we will know why He didn’t choose 135. And if it didn’t
matter which value He chose so long as it was within the range, an Intelligent Agent is capable of choosing
one value among many choices that all serve His purpose. (You do it all the time.)
Explaining the constants with a final cause was unacceptable to many scientists. ’Purpose’ is something
we attribute to an Intelligent Agent. While most physicists were willing to accept eternal, non-physical,
non-intelligent laws as the cause of the universe, they were unable to consider that the cause of the universe
was an Intelligent Agent who works with a final cause. An Agent that was able to understand the result of
His own actions was simply unacceptable.
Nevertheless, the point was clear. The tie between the fine tuning of the constants and the order in the
universe was undeniable. It was incumbent upon scientists to either accept a teleological explantion and
the clear inference to an Intelligent Cause, or to explain why the universe seemed like it was designed. The
fine tuning directly pointed to an Intelligent Designer, and the burden of proof was on those who denied
intelligent design to explain the illusion of design based upon some unintelligent mechanism.
The theories mentioned in the first post, that of the constants being necessary existences and that of the
Master Mathematical Equation of the Universe, were no longer sufficient in any sense at all. They were
developed when the conceptual problem of the constants was one of arbitrariness. Given our new knowledge
of the connection between the values for the constants and the resultant order and complexity in the universe,
these theories rapidly fell even further out of favor. It is too coincidental to assume that the values determined
by the hypothesized necessary existences or the Master Mathematical Equation of the Universe happen to be
those which result in order and complexity many years later.
To illustrate the point, consider the following hypothetical example. After years of unsuccessfully looking for
life on Mars, scientists discover ”something” which they cannot quite figure out. After years of analysis of its
various parts, they realize that it is a one million year old spaceship which is perfectly suited for travelling
on and around Mars. Despite the fact that we have not as of yet found life on Mars, the perfect design of
the spaceship is clear evidence that it was designed by some intelligent being (which we would know nothing
about, other than the fact that it was intelligent). If someone wanted to deny this and claim that it emerged
by random chance or some master mathematical equation that necessitates spaceships on Mars, the burden
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of proof would be on them to develop a compelling theory of how this could have happened.
It should be clear that the spaceship on Mars is a crude analogy. The wisdom and design found in our
universe is much more profound, deep and extensive than that of any advanced spaceship. All of man’s
scientific endeavors lead him to realize that he is but scratching the surface of the deep wisdom abound in
our universe.
We have included a short [7]video about the [8]cosmological constant and fine tuning with [9]Leonard Susskind
(one of the fathers of string theory and an advocate of the multiverse). The cosmological constant (also known
as dark energy) is recognized as one of the most striking examples of fine tuning, and also plays a critical role
in big bang cosmology. It is an excellent example of fine tuning as it is exceedingly simple to comprehend the
consequences of varying it, on a basic level. As a natural dimensionless value, the cosmological constant is
on the order of 10−122 (a decimal point, followed by 121 zeroes, then a 1). If it had a few more zeroes, the
universe would have collapsed in on itself. A few less zeroes and the universe blows up without forming any
structure at all. It is an excellent video that will blow your mind.

[EMBED]

1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_D._Barrow

2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Tipler

3. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anthropic_principle

4. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fine-tuned_universe

5. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fine-structure_constant#Anthropic_explanation

6. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Teleology

7. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i4T2Ulv48nw

8. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cosmological_constant#Predictions

9. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leonard_Susskind

1.1.4 God vs The Multiverse (Part 4: The Initial Conditions) (2012-06-24 13:06)

There is another example of fine tuning in the universe we want to highlight because it is of a very different
conceptual nature than the constants, and provides an independent proof of an Intelligent Designer. (For an
elaboration of this point, see the first comment below.) This is regarding the initial conditions of the universe,
which were set at the [1]big bang.

We’ve never seen anyone (which doesn’t mean they don’t exist) propose either the Master Mathematical
Equation theory or the Necessary Existences theory, to explain the fine tuning of the initial conditions. It’s not
even clear how such an explanation would even be formulated, as it seems of a qualitatively different character
than our current understanding of physical law. (It would seem at this point, that the only alternative
explanation to an Intelligent Agent is the multiverse.)

The big bang is the widely accepted model for the emergence and evolution of the universe as we know it.
The arrangement of the matter and other conditions at the big bang were perfectly tuned so that the universe
we see today would naturally emerge. This arrangement was highly specialized, in the sense that variations in
the initial conditions would have resulted in disorder (a universe filled with black holes) instead of the ordered
universe we witness today. The probability of obtaining such a state by random chance is staggeringly low.

(For those afraid of the physics, you can skip to the paragraphs after the video below and you will still
follow the main point of this post. This post will be our last post that contains this much physics and math.
For those interested, the following will provide a good opportunity to review or learn some physics and
mathematics, and thereby have a deeper appreciation for the uniqueness of this proof.)

Someone may ask that although it is highly unlikely that the arrangement of matter at the big bang would
be exactly as it was, any one arrangement of matter would have an equally low probability. However, it had
to have one arrangement. How do you know the initial conditions were so special?
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The critical distinction we need to make in order to understand this question is between:

1) the specific arrangement of the individual parts of a system. (A collection of particles.)

2) the state of a system as a whole.

The relationship between the whole and it’s parts is the key concept. Some states of the whole object are
contingent on a unique arrangement. For example, the meaning of this very sentence (we’re treating this
whole sentence as a system, with the letters as its parts) is contingent on all the letters and spaces being
arranged in approximately this order. If we jumble up all the letters, the sentence as a whole, loses this state
(of making intelligible sense). Other states, like a meaningless jumble of letters, are independent of how the
letters are arranged. Almost every random ordering of the letters will be in this state of meaninglessness.

If we randomly scramble an object’s parts, [2]entropy is the measure of how probable a particular state of the
whole object is. A state that can come about through many different arrangements is called a state of high
entropy. A state that can only come about through very few different arrangements is called a state of low
entropy. Entropy is thus a number which measures the likelihood of any particular state of the whole object
if we randomly shuffle its individual parts. (The fact that a state of lower entropy is less probable is a direct
consequence of the [3]fundamental postulate in statistical mechanics.) We’ll illustrate with an example.

If we toss 2 individual coins, we consider all the possible ways they could land (H - heads, T - tails):

(1) HH (2) TT (3) HT (4) TH.

The probability of each of these 4 outcomes is 1/4. Upon consideration we notice that outcomes (3) and (4)
will appear exactly the same in terms of the whole system; 1 head and 1 tail. Thus a better way to describe
the probabilities is as follows: P(0 heads)=1/4, P(1 head)=2/4, P(2 heads)=1/4. One head is more likely to
occur then 0 or 2 heads because it can happen in 2 ways, while 0 or 2 heads can only occur in one way each.

We can generalize this idea to flipping 10 coins. In total, there are 210 =1024 possible outcomes. Thus,
the probability of obtaining any particular outcome (say, HHHHHHHHHH or HTHTHTHTHT) is 1/1024.
However, there is only 1 way to get 10 heads, while there are 252 (for those mathematically inclined, 10
choose 5) ways of getting 5 heads (some examples are HHHHHTTTTT, TTTTTHHHHH, THTHTHTHTH,
HTHHHTTTHT). Thus the probability of obtaining 10 heads is 1/1024, while the probability of obtaining 5
heads is the much more likely value of 252/1024, which is approximately 1/4.

Because it can only occur in 1 way, we consider the outcome of 10 heads to be highly unlikely (which
counter-intuitively is called a low entropy state). Conversely, since 5 heads can occur in many ways, we
consider it to be fairly probably (or a high entropy state). The outcome of eight heads would be somewhere
in between in terms of likelihood and entropy.

In general, one can think of a low entropy state as being highly ordered and a high entropy state as being
disordered. This is because there many ways to randomly bring about a state of disordered nonsense, but
there are only a few ways to bring about a state of meaning and order.

The [4]second law of thermodynamics states that all physical processes move an object from lower states
of entropy to higher states of entropy. This means that over time, all objects end up in the state that has
the highest number of arrangements that can bring that particular state about. Meaning if you start with
8 out of the 10 coins on heads, and you give them enough time and let them interact (i.e., you shake the
container), you’ll end up with a state of about 5 heads. While it is not theoretically impossible for the second
law (which is essentially a statistical law based on probabilities) to be violated in a particular instance (i.e.,
the red sea splitting in half for a few hours), a violation of this law has never been observed (without the
observers claiming they have witnessed a miracle).

When you apply this reasoning to the universe going forward in time (towards the future), you end up with a
conclusion that the universe will, at a point far in the future, end up being in its most likely state (which is
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a very boring, meaningless state). This is known as the [5]heat death of the universe which is the state of
highest entropy and the least amount of order.

The universe is currently in a state of much lower entropy than heat death. We have things in this universe
with a lot of order, such as galaxies, stars, planets, life, etc.; things that are very unlikely to be attained by
a random arrangement. If we extrapolate backwards in time to the big bang, we realize that based on the
second law of thermodynamics, the universe must have been in an even lower state of entropy (an even more
ordered, highly improbable, state than it is now).

Another way to see this point is based the idea of meaningful states. The number of possible arrangements
of all of the particles in the universe at the big bang was very, very high. Therefore, the probability of
any particular arrangement occurring by chance is very, very low. However, we can divide all arrangements
into two distinguishable classes: (a) those which eventually unfold to an ordered universe; (b) those which
eventually unfold to a universe of total nonsense. There are very, very few arrangements in (a) and therefore
these states have a low entropy and a very low probability of occurring by chance. There are many, many
arrangements in (b) and therefore these states have a high entropy and a very high probability of occurring
by chance.

The fact that at the big bang the universe had such a low state of entropy is like tossing up trillions of letters
and having them randomly fall in the arrangement of all the Wikipedia articles. If the universe did not start
off in this special, highly unlikely, low entropy state, then even if we had the same qualitative laws of physics
and the same fine tuned constants of nature, we would never get a beautiful, ordered, complex universe. This
is what is meant by the fine tuning of the initial conditions of the big bang.

As an aside, this is why the infinitely [6]cyclic universe model of big bang/big crunch was rejected in 1934, as
entropy would be infinitely increasing. There is an [7]arrow of time and it had a beginning. There are a few
modern day approaches that attempt to reincarnate the theory, but as of yet they are still entirely speculative
with no experimental support. In any event, the key point of a very ordered state at the beginning of our
current universe is independent of the cyclic universe. (This is an old problem, first recognized by Ludwig
Boltzmann in 1895, that even a genuine multiverse theory has great difficulties solving. More on this in later
posts.)

[8]Roger Penrose derives the probability for this initial state in his book The Emperor’s New Mind (1989).
We highly encourage the more advanced reader to try to read through his basic derivation which is only a
[9]few pages that are mostly English. We have included the 4 minute [10]video below, where Penrose briefly
explains just how special the initial conditions were.

[EMBED]

The likelihood of the initial conditions of the universe (the arrangement of matter for the big bang) to occur
by chance alone, is the biggest number (or smallest probability) we have ever seen with regards to fine tuning,
less than 1 out of 1010123 . It is a [11]double exponent. For those who are mathematically inclined, try to
fathom how big this number really is. It makes the cosmological constant (”trillion, trillion, trillion....”) seem
minuscule. If you tried to write the number using every single particle in the universe to represent a zero,
you run out of particles! It’s not even close.

There are a few amazing things about this result. Firstly, that physics, mathematics and computer science
have come to the point where we can actually calculate such a probability. Second, that the probability here
is so amazingly small. Lastly, that such a fine tuned arrangement was ”built in” to the big bang in order to
naturally unfold to our universe. It’s astounding!

We are going be moving forward in these posts with the assumtion that we have sufficiently established the
fact of fine tuning, both in the constants of nature and the initial conditions of the big bang. We want to
expressly mention that there is a very small minority of scientists who deny the fact of fine tuning altogether.
Their view is largely rejected by the scientific community as a whole, and the mistakes in their thinking are
fairly easy to see.
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We encourage you look at this [12]76 page article by Luke Barnes that thoroughly examines and rejects the
opinion of [13]Victor Stenger. It also does an excellent job of explaining a lot of the details of fine tuning.
(See pages 23-26 in particular for this post, where the author exposes the fallacies in Stenger’s attack on
Roger Penrose, and concludes ”that Stenger has not only failed to solve the entropy problem; he has failed to
comprehend it. He has presented the problem itself as its solution.”)
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1.1.5 God vs The Multiverse (Part 4.5: Intelligent Design) (2012-06-26 13:27)

In order to give more clarity and precision to the proof, we would like to define how we are using design,
order, fine tuning, and intelligence. We will also elaborate on the various areas in which modern physics
indicates design, order, and fine tuning. We will thereby show why the fine tuning in the universe truly points
to an Intelligent Designer.

The word ’intelligence’ derives its meaning from the Latin verb [1]inter-legere, which means to ”pick out”
or discern. An intelligent creative act is one that selects one possibility from among many, for the purpose
of producing its intended object. We define an object as designed, when the qualitative nature of its parts
is such that the emergent entity is significantly greater than the sum of its parts. When this is due to a
specific arrangement of its parts, we say that the object is ordered. When discussing the specific quantitative
components of an object that allow the greater entity to emerge, we refer to the fine tuning of its design.

When an object is designed (ordered or fine tuned), one must find the cause that ”picked” these parts and
their specific arrangement (assuming a situation where randomness doesn’t suffice as an explanation). Since
intelligent means ”to pick out”, we say that the cause of a designed object is an intelligent designer. If the
nature of the design is quantitative, then we can also say that the cause of the fine tuning is an intelligent fine
tuner. For convenience, throughout this proof we will often use ’design’ to refer to all the various concepts,
as it is also a general term that includes all these ideas.

In order to fully grasp what Intelligent Designer really means when applied to the constants and initial
conditions, it is beneficial to have a good idea of how the constants and initial conditions fit into the current
framework of fundamental physics. The more you understand the different components of fundamental
physics and their relationship to one another, the greater will be your sense of what the fine tuning really
means. We know this might seem like a daunting task, but we think that a simple analogy can help you
appreciate the different components in a very general way. For our analogy, we are going to extend [2]Richard
Feynman’s comparison of the laws of nature to the rules of a chess game. It is an oversimplified analogy,
but it will serve to help you conceptually place the fine tuning of the constants and initial conditions. The
[3]video also mentions the concept of simplicity, an important notion in science which we will come back to
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in Stage Three of the proof.
[EMBED]

In chess, there are three things that all have to be fine tuned just right in order to have an official game of
[4]chess:
(1) The rules for the movement of the piece, which can be divided into qualitative and quantitative compo-
nents:

• (a) The qualitative [5]rules for how each piece moves. For example, a king or queen can move in any
direction; a castle can only move horizontally or vertically; a bishop can only move diagonally. This
naturally includes the idea that there are different fundamental chess pieces.

• (b) The quantity of each piece’s movement. For example, while a king and queen can each move in any
direction, the king can only move one space at a time, while a queen can move any number of vacant
spaces.

(2) The properties of the chessboard, which also have qualitative and quantitative components:

• (a) The qualitative properties of the [6]chessboard. The board is in the shape of a square, which consists
of a finite number of spaces (individual squares).

• (b) The quantitative properties of the chessboard. It has a specific number of squares (eight by eight,
for a total of 64 spaces).

(3) The [7]initial setup of the chess pieces that begins the game. There is only one specific arrangement of
the chess pieces that can begin an official game.
The fine tuning in chess can be seen by realizing that all three major components need to have the correct
quantities and proper order, or the game won’t be played properly. If the quantities are too far off, the game
won’t make sense at all.
An example of fine tuning necessary regarding the rules (1b) can be seen by imagining what the game would
look like if we changed some of the quantities that govern how the pieces move. For example, if pawns
were required to move 6 spaces in a single move, the game would quickly break down. Each pawn would
be prevented from moving by the opposing pawn 5 spaces away. Similarly, if castles and bishops could only
move 2 spaces at a time, the depth and complexity of the game would be compromised, as this restriction
would curtail many interesting strategies.
An example of fine tuning of the chessboard (2b) can be seen by imagining what the game would look like if
we changed the quantity of spaces on the board. If the board was a trillion by a trillion spaces, the pieces
would never interact, and we would have a very boring game. Likewise, if the board had too few spaces to fit
the number of pieces, we wouldn’t even be able to play a boring game, but would be left with no game at all.
An example of special ordering of the initial setup (3) can be seen by imagining other random arrangements
of the pieces to begin the game. Almost every arrangement will not allow an official game to start (which
demands one very specific setup). Most other arrangements will certainly not allow a competitive game,
which is the essence of the game to begin with, as one side will have an unfair advantage. Some arrangements
will lead to no game at all, such as the game beginning with one king in checkmate or stalemate position.
In an analogous way, fundamental physics can be broken down along these same three categories:
(1) The laws which describe how energy acts, which can be divided into qualitative and quantitative compo-
nents:
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• (a) The qualitative laws of Quantum Mechanics describe the way that energy acts. Energy comes in
specific forms, which are analogous to the specific pieces of chess. Instead of the basic chess pieces like
castles or bishops, physics has fundamental particles like electrons and quarks.

• Quantum Mechanics has been beautifully unified in the Standard Model of particle physics. The
Standard Model unifies three of the four fundamental forces of physics (the electromagnetic force, the
strong nuclear force, and the weak nuclear force) that govern the behavior and interaction of matter.
The idea of these forces is similar to the rules for how each chess piece moves and interacts with the
other pieces.

•

• (b) The constants of the Standard Model (which we mentioned in [8]post 2) determine the quantities of
the fundamental particles and forces. This is (crudely) analogous to determining the quantity of spaces
that each chess piece can move, like the rule that a pawn can move 2 spaces on its first turn, but only 1
space thereafter. Just like in the chess example, if these constants were different, the universe would be
completely different in a very boring and uninteresting way. It would lack any hierarchy of complex
structures greater than particles.

(2) The properties of the space-time framework, which also has qualitative and quantitative components:

• (a) The qualitative laws of Einstein’s Relativity determine the space-time framework within which the
different particles interact. The space-time framework is roughly analogous to a board. The space-time
of Special Relativity is very much like a chessboard with a fixed background for the events to occur in.

• Special Relativity is superseded by General Relativity, in which gravity (the fourth fundamental force)
is seen to change the geometric shape of the framework itself. This would be like the spaces of the
chessboard changing during play, which you can imagine as adding or subtracting spaces in between
pieces as they move around the board. The space-time framework changing is an abstract concept, but
it’s important to have some idea of it for the next point.

• (b) The free constant of General Relativity is called the cosmological constant (mentioned in [9]post 3).
This determines how fast space itself expands. This is analogous to a rule that says that the spaces
between pieces double after every 100 turns. If the cosmological constant was bigger, space would
expand too fast (say 10 squares a turn) for there to be any interactions between particles, and hence
nothing interesting would be produced. If the cosmological constant was negative, space would contract
too quickly (say losing half the squares every turn) and there wouldn’t be enough space for anything to
exist.

(3) The initial conditions of the big bang are analogous to the initial setup of the chess pieces. Just as we
wouldn’t expect a random arrangement of the pieces to produce a fair and competitive game, we wouldn’t
expect a random arrangement of the initial state of the big bang to lead to an ordered universe. We describe
the highly ordered initial arrangement by saying it has low entropy. In [10]post 4, we mentioned that this
has the probability of occurring by chance alone of approximately 1 out of 1010123 .
Based upon these three categories, modern science has spoken in the clearest possible language that everything
in our universe is fine tuned. Energy, space-time, and its initial conditions are all fine tuned to mind boggling
degrees. In fact, there is no fundamental aspect of the physical universe which is not fine tuned. Additionally,
because of the precision of mathematics, the language of nature, we can clearly see how slight changes
to these quantities would result in a chaotic, meaningless, boring universe (i.e., nothing more than many
fundamental particles in a state of chaos, which is the sum of its parts). This is something which might
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have been intuitively recognized in previous generations, but can be stated in a much more rigorous manner
because of modern science.
Based upon these insights from modern physics, we can clearly see that the various components of the
fundamental laws of nature truly merge to form a whole entity which is much greater and richer than the
sum of its parts. Novel existences form a hierarchy of complex structures rising from the level of fundamental
particles, to complex life, all the way to the galactic scale of the cosmos. There is order and beauty in our
universe everywhere we look, in every way that we look.
We therefore conclude that the universe is designed. Since the nature of the design we are focusing on in this
proof is largely quantitative components of the universe, we also say that the universe is fine tuned. (See the
first comment on [11]post 5 for an example of qualitative design in the laws themselves.) The design and
fine tuning of the universe points to the existence of an Intelligent Designer (an Intelligent Fine Tuner) who
picked out the features of the various qualitative laws and particles of the universe, set the proper quantities,
and ordered the initial conditions so that the universe evolved to form a whole which is much greater than
the sum of its parts.
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1.1.6 God vs The Multiverse (Part 5: The Origin of Life) (2012-06-27 16:32)

We are going to make a short digression into biology and the problem (and attempted solution) of the [1]origin
of life. We want to make it very clear that we are not using the problem of the origin of life in our proof of
God. We are relying upon the fine tuning of the constants of nature and the initial conditions of the big bang.
The reason we are introducing the proposed solution to the origin of life is because multiverse physicists
attempt to extend this type of solution to explain the phenomenon of fine tuning in the universe.
The ’origin of life’ problem can be roughly expressed as an ’origin of something as complex and special as
DNA’ problem. A short historical and scientific background on the theory of [2]evolution will help explain
why the unsupplemented theory of evolution cannot explain the origin of life itself.
The key development which enabled the theory of evolution to emerge, was the discovery that the age of the
Earth was much greater than scientists historically had evidence for. The [3]expansion of the known age of
Earth based upon geological evidence in 1785 by James Hutton, and then further developed by Sir Charles
Lyell in his book, Principles of Geology (1830), opened up the possibility for a much deeper understanding of
the complexity of life.
Charles Darwin’s supplied this understanding with the theory of evolution, in his famous book On The Origin
of Species (1859). The modern version of Darwin’s theory which includes genetics, called [4]Neo-Darwinism,
was developed around 1950. It is a very elegant, simple theory that explains the wonderful diversity of life,
and gives you [5]an appreciation for how an amazingly complex cell can emerge from the information encoded
in DNA. (We are not taking a stance on whether or not Neo-Darwinism is entirely sufficient and complete to
explain all the facts about life. That being said, there is definitely something right about it.)
The essential element of biological evolution is the self replicator (DNA), which is something that makes near
perfect copies of itself. The replicated copy is the next generation of replicator, which continues the process
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of nearly perfect replication.
It is necessary for the functioning of [6]natural selection, that the process of replication not be perfect. Slight
variations in each generation which arise from the ”failure” to reproduce an exact replica (because of the
occurrence of a [7]mutation), are what allow the process of natural selection to act on those differences and
select the fittest organisms for survival.
The key point is that it is intrinsically impossible to explain the existence of the first replicator itself (the
first DNA molecule) through the theory of evolution. This is because evolution and natural selection only
operate once a replicator exists. In a sense, the science of biology begins after the first replicating molecule
comes about (given the proper properties of the environment. See the first comment below for an elaboration
of this point.)
Many biologists speculate that there was another, long forgotten, yet simpler replicator that was the ancestor
to the first DNA. This pushes the problem back to how the first replicator emerged, as any replicator which
is sufficient for evolution to operate on, would probably be a highly complex entity.
This problem is known as the origin of life problem. Any solution to it bridges the gap between chemistry
and biology (between the inanimate and the animate). The biological theory of evolution cannot solve this
problem. Where did the first replicator come from?

The main approach to resolving this problem is by invoking luck (chance). Since you only need to get lucky
once (after you have the first replicator, biological evolution takes over), it becomes more reasonable to
speculate that perhaps it all started by a lucky break. While this might initially sound like a very forced
answer, the weak anthropic principle (which we’ll explain) elucidates why it might be a fairly reasonable
solution. It is important to clearly understand the difference between the strong anthropic principle, which
we used to refer to a teleological explanation (in post 3), and the weak anthropic principle, which is a very
different type of causal explanation. Once again, labels are not as important as concepts.

It is speculated that perhaps there is some way that some inanimate thing should accidentally combine with
some other inanimate thing, and produce the first living replicator (an ancestor of DNA). Once we have
DNA, the theory of evolution claims that the rest is just details. While the emergence of DNA by chance
might seem highly improbable to occur, since there are many, many planets in the universe which are in
theory hospitable to life, even something very unlikely may become probable given such a large number of
possible tries.
A simple analogy makes this reasoning clear. If your odds of winning a lottery are one in a million assuming
that you buy only one ticket, then your odds increase dramatically if you buy trillions of tickets. In fact,
given enough tickets, your odds of winning become highly likely. If you win, you’re not really as lucky as you
may feel. The law of probabilities operates very efficiently when big numbers are involved.

Should someone ask, ”maybe it is likely for life to randomly occur once, but what are the odds that it would
be here on Earth?” To that, the weak anthropic principle is invoked. Essentially, it says that there is an easily
overlooked, causal relationship between an intelligent observer and the development of life. Namely, life is
a necessary condition in order to have an observer even ask the question about why life is here on Earth.
Only on those planets that life exists, is it even possible to have observers, and therefore we should not be
surprised to find ourselves on a planet with life. There aren’t any intelligent beings on planets without life.
By this line of reasoning, it is superfluous to invoke a teleological explanation (i.e., the Earth was designed in
order to produce the first DNA) in order to explain life on Earth.

It is not necessary to know the precise numbers of planets vs. the exact odds of a DNA molecule emerging
by chance. You just need to match them to roughly the same [8]order of magnitude (basically, that they’re
”closely” matched). Should those odds be close to the number of planets, we would have a good explanation
for how life started. The fact that we are on the one planet in which it did occur is obviously not a question,
as the existence of life is a necessary condition for us observing life and asking the very question in the first
place.
As of yet, it is still unclear that the number of hospitable planets suffices, given that science does not currently
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have a well established theory for a chain of progressively more complex replicators that lead to DNA. The
odds of getting a DNA molecule itself seem greater than the number of hospitable planets in the observable
universe; but it is conceivable that we may find evidence of a simpler replicator that will allow us to compare
its odds against the estimated number of planets, which is known to be a very big number. (By the way, the
multiverse theory solves this problem too, as it posits a nearly infinite number of hospitable planets.)
The key conceptual point to take away from this for the next post is that this type of reasoning only works
because there are known to be many planets that are hospitable to life. Therefore, even though it is highly
improbable on any particular planet for life to spontaneously generate by chance alone, it can become likely
if there are enough possible planets for it to occur on.
This line of reasoning is inapplicable if there is only one known planet. It is not a good explanation to say
that a highly improbable event occurred, given that there was only one try. Before scientists observed the
many, hospitable planets, it was not reasonable to say that life originated from inanimate matter through
chance alone. That is too much of a coincidence to accept!
(This reasoning is also implicitly contingent on the very reasonable assumption that whatever happens on
one planet does not affect the results of a different planet. If the results on all the planets were correlated
to each other in a way that whatever happened on one planet also occurred on all the others, it would be
equivalent to having a trillion copies of one lottery ticket. This point is very obvious and we only mention it
because it will be important in the next post.)
The next 10 minute video is about the origin of life by biologist [9]Richard Dawkins. (It is a part 3 of 5.
Click here for [10]Part 1, [11]Part 2, [12]Part 3, [13]Part 4, and [14]Part 5.) We will only be embedding
Part 3, as it nicely transitions into stage two of our posts about the multiverse. Dawkins first summarizes
the contents of this post. He then distinguishes between the [15]Many Worlds Interpretation of Quantum
Mechanics which is not relevant to the fine tuning of the constants, and multiverse theory that is relevant
for the fine tuning. He then discusses how physicists try to explain the fine tuning with the weak anthropic
principle and the multiverse, though he acknowledges that it is only a satisfying solution for fine tuning if
there are other independent reasons for postulating the multiverse (which Dawkins believes there are).
[EMBED]

(We will answer Dawkins’ question of ”Who designed God?” in stage three of the proof, when we explain the
concept that God is One.)

1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Origin_of_life

2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evolution

3. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geology#History

4. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neo-Darwinism

5. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MZfJr-w88YQ&feature=related

6. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_selection

7. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mutation

8. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Order_of_magnitude

9. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_Dawkins

10. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wa55s9Gs_Eg

11. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OJPGCB0-JSk

12. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ut-ZwWVotls

13. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rEoWsfforUk

14. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xuvDDTqUH68

15. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Many-worlds_interpretation
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1.2 July

1.2.1 God vs The Multiverse (Part 6: Summary of Stage One) (2012-07-01 11:56)

Before moving on to the second stage, which is primarily about the multiverse, we want to summarize the
proof up to this point. In the proof, we used [1]inductive reasoning from the fine tuning to infer an Intelligent
Designer of the universe. What we mean by ’proof’ is that a reasonable person would logically draw the same
conclusion after understanding the arguments. We do not mean ’proof’ in the sense of a mathematical proof
or [2]deductive reasoning.
We have presented, explained, and supported the fact of the fine tuning of the constants of nature and the
initial conditions of the big bang with many renowned scientists (like Stephen Hawking, Martin Rees, Roger
Penrose, Leonard Susskind, etc. We will present even more multiverse scientists who agree with the fact of
fine tuning, and use it as proof for the multiverse.) In stage two, we will explain why we believe that the
scientists’ position of a multiverse is not a viable scientific theory.
Our main objective for stage one was to reject two theories as possible explanations for the fine tuning of the
constants and the initial conditions: the Master Mathematical Equation theory and the Necessary Existences
theory. We have tried to establish that the only two viable theories at this point are either an Intelligent
Agent or the multiverse.
Based on the excellent feedback we received from the readers, it seems that the most abstract part of stage
one was the relationship between Feynman’s mystery in post 2, and the teleological explanation for the fine
tuning in post 3. This is the key point, and is what separates this proof of an Intelligent Designer from most
of the other ones that we’ve seen. (The way it is commonly presented is by starting with the fact of fine
tuning, and arguing from the improbability of getting fine tuning by chance alone.)
The main idea is that [3]the mystery that all good theoretical physicists worried about for 50 years had
nothing to do with fine tuning. It is a problem that is rooted in the aim of fundamental physics of uncovering
the most basic, simple reality in the universe. All good theoretical physicists realized that an arbitrary
number has no role as a fundamental (Necessary) Existence. All good theoretical physicists realized that
it was highly implausible that arbitrary, highly specific numbers would ever be derivable from a Master
Mathematical equation.
The discovery of the fact of fine tuning in the constants provided an excellent [4]solution to this mystery. The
numbers were not fundamental, nor were they arbitrary. They had a purpose. The purpose of the numbers
was in order to create an ordered and complex cosmos, in all its beauty and grandeur. It is the natural
solution to one of the greatest mysteries in physics. Fine tuning did not create the problem. Fine tuning is
the solution.
We inferred from the fact that the constants of the universe were designed to produce an ordered universe,
that the Cause of the fine tuning of the constants was Intelligent. (Meaning, God knew what He was doing
when He chose those numbers. He didn’t just get lucky.)
The discovery of fine tuning dealt the death blow to the other two theories mentioned above, as they could
not explain the causal relationship between the numbers and the universe. The significant knowledge we had
about the constants could not be incorporated into those theories. In both theories, the relationship between
the particular numbers and the resultant ordered universe was purely coincidental. This flew in the face of
the fact of fine tuning.
Even though we had sufficiently made the case for the fine tuning of the constants and rejecting the two
theories from posts 2 and 3, we added an additional proof from the [5]fine tuning of the initial conditions in
post 4. What was unique about this proof (as opposed to that of the constants) was that it was probabilistic.
The nature of the problem with regards to the initial conditions is so great because it is not even clear how
the two alternative theories could even be formulated. This is because the ”law for initial conditions” seems
to have a qualitatively different character than our current understanding of physical law.
We noted that if someone wanted to deny an Intelligent Designer, the [6]burden of proof is upon them to
develop a theory to explain how the correlation between the fine tuning and the resultant ordered universe
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occurred through chance alone. In the next post, we will begin the second stage and present the main attempt
among scientists to provide such a theory. As we will see, the essence of multiverse theory is the combination
of random chance and a near infinite number of tries.
In summary, we have shown that an Intelligent Designer is the best logical inference, and it is upon atheistic
(or agnostic) scientists to establish a valid scientific theory which explains the fine tuning based on some
unintelligent mechanism, thereby invalidating our proof.
[7]Click here to continue to Stage 2a

1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Induction_(philosophy)

2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deductive_reasoning

3. http://www.blogoshiur.com/2012/06/god-vs-multiverse-part-2-mystery.html

4. http://www.blogoshiur.com/2012/06/god-vs-multiverse-part-3-strong.html

5. http://www.blogoshiur.com/2012/06/god-vs-multiverse-part-4-initial.html

6. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philosophic_burden_of_proof

7. http://www.blogoshiur.com/search/label/God%20vs%20The%20Multiverse%20-%20Stage%202a

1.2.2 God vs The Multiverse (Part 7: The Multiverse) (2012-07-03 16:28)

As we saw in the prior posts, scientists (we will be using the generic terms ’scientists’ and ’physicists’, but
please understand by the context that we mean ’multiverse scientists’) were loath to accept a teleological
explanation for the fine tuning of the constants, as that implied an Intelligent Agent which caused the universe.
Intelligent beings do things for a purpose. Intelligent beings do ’x’ because ’y’ will result. That is what we
mean by an Intelligent Cause.
There was one alternative solution left for scientists. They could try to change the problem of the constants
from one which implied a teleological explanation (how we used the strong anthropic principle), to one which
could be solved involving a very different form of causal relationship (the weak anthropic principle of post 5).
They speculated as follows: If there are a nearly infinite number of universes (by ’near infinite’ they generally
mean as big a finite number as is necessary to explain the constants through chance), then maybe each
universe has a different set of values for its constants (we should probably call them ’variables’ in this theory).
Almost all of these multiverses would be chaotic nonsense (the term ’multiverse’ can sometimes refer to the
entire collection of universes, or sometimes just one of the many different universes), but a few of them would
by chance alone have the perfect values for the constants. Since the illusory fine tuning of the constants is a
necessary condition for the existence of life and intelligent observers, it is no longer surprising that we find
ourselves in this beautiful universe. There are no intelligent observers in the other multiverses. This argument
is identical in form to the solution for the origin of life on Earth after knowing that there are many planets.
It is readily apparent that there is a big ’if’ and a big ’maybe’ going on here. Scientists frequently try to
justify these speculations by appealing to a slippery slope argument. (See the video below.) They argue that
humans once thought the universe was really small. Then we observed it to be bigger. Then we observed
it to be even bigger... Even though we haven’t observed it to be, it’s most definitely even bigger than we
think now. Maybe it’s an infinitely big multiverse. Maybe, in all the other multiverses the constants are
different, thereby leading to meaningless chaos in almost all other universes.
We can understand the sense of awe one has from realizing just how small humans are relative to the vastness
of the cosmos. We can also appreciate the intuitive sense that the universe is bigger than the diameter of the
observable universe. We simply don’t know just how big. We can start speculating, but then we have left
the province of science. All other times in history that science has expanded the size (or age) of the known
universe, it was based upon observation. Never has it been extended purely based on the speculation that it
should be bigger. Certainly not infinitely bigger.
This is the first major difference between how the weak anthropic principle was used by biologists to explain
the origin of life, and how physicists are attempting to use it here. Regarding biology, we know that there
are many, many planets that are theoretically hospitable to life, because we observe them. First, biologists
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observed the planets, then they made use of the weak anthropic principle. Physicists are using the weak
anthropic principle (and the fact of the fine tuning of the constants) as one of their proofs for the existence
of other universes! (See the video.)
There is a second major difference which is a far more critical mistake. This flawed logic contradicts the
[1]cosmological principle, which has been one of the guiding principles in cosmology since the time of Newton.
The cosmological principle essentially says that every observer in the universe sees the same universal features.
(Without this principle, universal features don’t even exist.) It says that our point of observation from Earth
is not special. Just about every physicist holds by this principle in every other context. But it gets tossed out
the window because of the pressing need to explain the fine tuning of the constants. (See the first comment
and response for an elaboration on this point.)

There is no evidence whatsoever that the constants have different values in these speculated
alternate realities. None. The only theoretical reason to believe that they do vary, is the fact of fine tuning
itself, in conjunction with the[2]a priori rejection of an Intelligent Designer.
Even if we grant that there are an infinite number of universes, we have every reason to believe that just
like we suppose that the qualitative laws of nature (general relativity and quantum mechanics) are the same
in those parallel universes, so too the constants of nature are the same and do not vary. To say the point
more clearly, this slippery slope reasoning fails because this logic itself would lead us to believe that this
new region of space is also ordered and structured with the same laws and constants that we observe in our
current universe. In no way could slippery slope logic lead us to posit a different type of universe as a logical
inference from the universe we see.
The theory of the multiverse is riddled with holes from every angle of analysis. We will try in the following
posts to concentrate on its major flaws and we will point out some of the absurd conclusions scientists have
embraced in their effort to deny the Intelligent Cause of the universe.
The first modern usage of the multiverse was by the discoverer of the statistical law of entropy, [3]Ludwig
Boltzmann in 1895, to answer the entropy problem of post 4. The theory is even more ancient than that. The
Roman philosopher [4]Lucretius (55 B.C.E.) is [5]the first recorded multiverse theorist. (The argument of
design [6]goes back even further than that.) Twenty years ago, multiverse theory was considered a speculative,
non-scientific theory held by very few people. It has now become mainstream physics, and many physicists
believe and have faith in it. New books are coming out about it at an increasing rate. However, some
physicists do realize its flaws and speak against it.
[7]This 53 minute entertaining video by [8]Brian Greene presents a very lucid explanation of the major pillars
of support for multiverse theory. It shows [9]Steven [10]Weinberg, among others, saying that the multiverse
”is a pretty good bet.” It also shows a few physicists who think it’s not science. We will be assuming in the
next few posts that you will have either watched the video or read the [11]recent article in Newsweek, May
21 which is a fairly concise summary of the video.
We encourage the more advanced reader to read a slightly more sophisticated article entitled [12]Universe
or Multiverse, written by [13]Bernard Carr and [14]George Ellis. In this article, the two authors debate the
merits and flaws of the multiverse. It does a good job of explaining the theory of the multiverse, as well as
exposing many of its serious problems.

1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cosmological_principle

2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A_priori_and_a_posteriori

3. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ludwig_Boltzmann

4. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lucretius

5. http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/cosmicvariance/2008/08/21/the-first-quantum-cosmologist/

6. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Teleological_argument#History

7. http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/physics/fabric-of-cosmos.html#fabric-multiverse

8. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brian_Greene

9. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steven_Weinberg
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10. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steven_Weinberg

11. http://www.thedailybeast.com/newsweek/2012/05/20/brian-greene-welcome-to-the-multiverse.html

12. http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1468-4004.2008.49229.x/pdf

13. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bernard_Carr

14. http://www.mth.uct.ac.za/~ellis/

1.2.3 God vs The Multiverse (Part 8: Multiverse of the Gaps) (2012-07-08 11:11)

In the previous post we introduced multiverse theory, which is the main theory proposed by scientists to
explain away the fine tuning found in the universe, in a way which denies the teleological explanation from
[1]part 3. We showed that the comparison between explaining the origin of life based upon chance as compared
with explaining the constants based upon chance does not hold up. In the next few posts we will lodge several
questions on multiverse theories and refute their supposed proofs.
Before we take up specific critiques against the main proofs for the multiverse, we would like to set forth
what we believe to be the most general, devastating argument against multiverse theory. What we mean by
’multiverse theory’ is any theory which attempts to explain order and apparent design through randomness
and a near infinite number of tries. (See the first comment for some discussion of ’infinite’ and ’near infinite’).
Any theory of many, ordered universes designed by an Intelligent Agent, has no relevance to the proof and
we are not speaking about it when we say ’multiverse theory’.
Every multiverse theory commits a fallacy which is nearly identical with the [2]God of the gaps argument. A
good illustration of this kind of reasoning would be if someone tried to explain the mystery of the seemingly
arbitrary constants to Feynman in 1985 (before we fully realized the fine tuning) using the argument that
”God made the number 137.03597 and we no longer need another explanation for it.” To simply posit that
”God did it” is not a satisfactory explanation.
The theory that every time there is a gap in our knowledge we should posit God as a solution, commits the
fallacy of an [3]argument from ignorance. Everything can be explained by saying that God did it. An answer
that can always be employed to explain anything, in truth explains nothing at all (this is a critical point that
is worth thinking about for a moment). When a reasonable person is ignorant, he admits that he simply
doesn’t know. It is a mystery. When we gain more knowledge, maybe we’ll be able to understand where
these numbers come from, and why they are the way they are.
By the late 1980’s however, patience paid off and we did develope more knowledge about these numbers. We
started to realize that these numbers were not arbitrary. Rather, we understood that they needed to have
their particular values in order for the universe to be ordered, complex, structured, etc. This teleological
explanation (which implies an Intelligent Cause) is an argument from knowledge, not from gaps. We have
knowledge about the values of the constants (their fine tuning) which points towards an Intelligent Designer,
and away from an unintelligent, random cause.
God of the gaps is a fallacy that someone commits when they plug a hole in their understanding of the
already existing universe by saying ”God did it”. The only reason to be positing God in such an instance is
because they have no other answer. There is no direct inference to God, only the lack of knowledge. This is
a fallacy because science is attempting to explain the existing universe in its own terms. A particular gap
in a scientific explanation is likely due to our current lack of knowledge, and is no indication of the failure
of science. Positing Divine Intervention at each gap in our knowledge is bad methodology and hinders the
advancement of science.
However, here we are discussing the fundamental constants of nature and the initial conditions which were
set at the big bang, the observed beginning of our universe. This begs a metaphysical explanation about the
cause of our physical universe, its constants and initial conditions, as physics (even if it didn’t break down at
the [4]first moment after the big bang) cannot go any further. Since fine tuning is manifest in the big bang
and the fundamental laws, the metaphysical explanation which is indicated by knowledge (not by a gap), is
an Intelligent Designer.
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On the other hand, the multiverse theory falls prey to a very similar fallacy as the ordinary God of the gaps
argument. It posits an infinite number of universes with random numbers. The combination of an infinite
number of tries together with chance is the essence of multiverse theory, and can be used to explain any
configuration of particles that you can imagine. It can be used to explain the sea splitting and allowing
a nation to cross through. It even explains Santa Claus. It can be used to explain this universe, or any
other logically possible universe. (This is because according to the laws of quantum mechanics, just about
everything is statistically possible. While it is highly improbable to get a quantum fluctuation of Santa and
his little helpers, if there are an infinite number of universes, it will happen an infinite number of times.)
In fact, if there really were a near infinite number of multiverses and everything was random, we no longer
need the laws of physics or the laws of biology. Even if it really was totally random whether any two
particular masses attracted or repelled (lets assume 50/50 each time), there would be at least one of the
infinite multiverses where by chance alone, masses always came together. It would look to observers in that
multiverse like there is such a thing as gravity, but since only in a universe with gravity or something close to
it, is it even possible to have observers (as the phenomenon of masses attracting is a necessary condition for
the existence of life), physicists should simply reject the explanation of gravity as superfluous.
The same arguments can be made to explain biology. Randomness and infinite multiverses explains chickens
too. There is no need for the theory of evolution altogether. It would also explain unicorns and flying pigs.
It would explain total chaos too, which is the key point. No matter what the universe looked like (incredibly
ordered, totally disordered, or anywhere in between), a theory of randomness coupled with infinity provides
an explanation.
There is a subtle point here. Multiverse theory does not predict unicorns. (In fact, it makes almost no
predictions at all. More on this in later posts.) Rather, the multiverse theory would explain an observation
of unicorns. We’ll illustrate with the example of the lottery from the previous post.
If you and a trillion other people each had one lottery ticket, you would not predict in advance of the lotto
drawing that you are likely to win. However, after the drawing and the observation that you did win, you
would be able to explain it by saying that someone had to win and apparently it was you. It would be
unnecessary to look for another explanation (i.e., cheating, Divine Providence, etc.), since someone had to
win.
Likewise, since according to multiverse theory there are universes with unicorns (an infinite number of them
in fact), while you would not be able to predict in advance that you would observe a unicorn (since most
universes conducive to intelligent observers do not contain unicorns), after you observed a unicorn you would
be able to explain the observation by positing that apparently you’re one of the lucky observers in a multiverse
which does have unicorns.
On the other hand, an Intelligent Cause is only validly inferred because we observe a meaningfully ordered,
intelligible universe. Were the universe nonsensical chaos, it would be God of the Gaps to posit an Intelligent
Designer. (In fact, in that case unintelligent randomness would be a good explanation.)
Multiverse theories could explain any possible observations without demanding any knowledge of the phe-
nomenon. To put it simply, the theory of the multiverse, when taken to its logical conclusion, undermines
all scientific knowledge. It takes the observation-based belief that the universe we live in is full of order and
wisdom (thereby lending itself to explanations like the laws of physics and biology), and it replaces it with a
meaningless, chaotic mess of total randomness with a coincidental illusion of order in our universe.
The multiverse of the gaps is the same fallacy as God of the gaps, except it substitutes chance and infinite
tries in place of one all-powerful force. Even before we knew about the fine tuning, it would be fallacious to
try to explain away the mystery of the constants by positing a multiverse and random chance. How much
more superficial is the argument of the multiverse after we have concrete knowledge that there is a real
relationship between the fundamental constants of the laws of nature, and the universe that results from
those laws and constants.

1. http://www.blogoshiur.com/2012/06/god-vs-multiverse-part-3-strong.html

2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/God_of_the_gaps#Usage_in_referring_to_a_type_of_argument
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3. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Argument_from_ignorance

4. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planck_epoch

1.2.4 God vs The Multiverse (Part 9: The Scientific Method) (2012-07-11 16:26)

In the previous post we showed that it is faulty to use the multiverse theory to explain anything because it
is a theory which can equally explain everything. Therefore, explaining fine tuning with a multiverse is a
’multiverse of the gaps’ argument which is desperately put forth to deny the indications of Intelligent Design.
In this post we will put that problem aside and explain why we believe that multiverse theory is not even
science, but is rather bad philosophy of science.
One of the pillars of the [1]scientific method has been the requirement that a theory should make predictions
which can be reasonably tested. This has allowed science to build solid foundations, as consensus forms only
when there is objective confirmation in reality that a theory is true (or close to it).
Every theory of a multiverse is, almost by definition, not testable. Sometimes its proponents invent far-fetched
hypothetical tests (mentioned by Greene in the article), like maybe our universe collided with another
universe and maybe we could somehow see the effects of that collision in the background radiation. That
is not what it means in science for something to be reasonably testable. (In any event, even if we could
somehow observe such a collision between one other universe, that still does not mean we could observe an
infinite number of multiverses. Nor could we ever know if the constants of nature or the laws themselves
varied in these other multiverses.)
The question of whether the cause of the universe is intelligent or not, is a philosophical question. The answer
does not lead to testable conclusions. It could be proven in the positive, if for example, the Intelligent Cause
communicated its existence before millions of witnesses. But that is not a reasonably repeatable test, and
would therefore not come under the scientific method either. Not all knowledge is subject to the scientific
method (i.e., certain historical knowledge).
Our answer to this philosophical question, that the cause of the universe is Intelligent, is based upon mankind’s
understanding of modern physics. It is a testament to the efficacy of the scientific method that we have enough
knowledge about the physical universe to answer this philosophical question by virtue of our understanding
of the fine tuning of the constants. It is a philosophical conclusion rooted in verified scientific facts.
The theory of the multiverse is an attempt to answer a philosophical question with a near infinite number
of unobservable universes and some hypothesized unintelligent number generator which randomly selects
the values of the constants. Despite what its proponents profess, the multiverse theory is not science. It
is untestable, non-falsifiable, [2]metaphysics. In fact, because it is clear that it is not science, multiverse
theorists are beginning to suggest that the definition of science be changed. (The requirements of prediction
and testability. See the [3]Carr/Ellis article.)
The inquiry into the ultimate cause of the physical universe is bound to go beyond science and into philosophy.
Nevertheless, it is a worth while pursuit, and an important question that we would like to know as much
about as the human mind is capable of comprehending (which might not be that much). However, the answer
cannot be tested, as it makes no concrete predictions.
It is therefore of paramount importance in this area to exercise proper methodology in thought. One false
step, based on poor philosophical reasoning, can send a person into the world of fiction and fantasy. Without
the check that empirical testing provides, a person’s speculations can run reckless. Physicists need to clearly
separate between science and metaphysics. To confuse the two areas of thought in a speculative theory of
infinite physical universes with an unintelligent random number generator, is to do injury to both science
and philosophy.

We would like to quote from the opening paragraphs of Stephen Hawking’s book [4]The Grand Design (2010),
which is indicative of a general attitude of disdain physicists have towards philosophy. This attitude has
severely hampered their ability to develop proper methodology in philosophical thought.
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”What is the nature of reality? Where did all this come from? Did the universe need a
Creator?...Traditionally these are questions for philosophy, but philosophy is dead. Philosophy has
not kept up with modern developments in science, particularly physics. Scientists have become
the bearers of the torch of discovery in our quest for knowledge.”

(Needless to say, philosophers [5]do not take too kindly to this sentiment.)
Physicists steal the crown of science, the prestige that science has rightly attained because of its adherence to
the scientific method, and use it to impress upon people the belief that the multiverse is a credible scientific
theory. The multiverse is bad philosophy if believed to be true, and decent science fiction when it is recognized
as a form of entertainment.
We have illustrated that based upon a correct knowledge of modern physics (which demonstrates fine tuning
in the constants of nature), a reasonable person will conclude that the best, most likely explanation is
that the constants have their specific values in order to bring about the unique universe that we observe.
This conclusion is not scientific knowledge itself, but rather philosophical knowledge derived from scientific
knowledge. There is no experiment we can set up to prove or disprove it. It is philosophical reasoning applied
to understanding the laws of physics and the constants, as they have been understood by science.
The division of [6]Natural Philosophy into the two separate branches of knowledge of ’[7]Science’ and the
’[8]Philosophy of Science’, was the foundational move that gave rise to modern Science, and greatly improved
both areas of knowledge. If the foundation of Science is removed, the scientific model that rests upon it
crumbles. Scientific knowledge is the inheritance of Mankind, not the possession of a community of people
who do not practice the methodology of science itself.
The leading physicists of our generation, in their attempt to deny an Intelligent Agent, are destroying the
bedrock of science. When they put forth a philosophical theory of randomness and infinite possibilities
under the guise of science, when they hide behind mathematical equations in an effort to avoid common
sense reasoning, they are abandoning the methods of the great men of science who bequeathed to them
the invaluable tools of proper investigation into the ways of nature. They are replacing science with bad
philosophy.
We have included a [9]video of [10]Richard Feynman discussing the scientific method. What do you think he
would say about the scientific merit of multiverse theory?
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1.2.5 God vs The Multiverse (Part 10: Mathematical Wonderland) (2012-07-15 11:59)

In the previous post, we suggested that multiverse theory is not truly science, but is bad philosophy. We
did not mean that the average technical paper on multiverse theory reads like a philosophy paper. This is
certainly not the case, as they certainly appear like mathematical physics papers. Rather, we mean that
multiverse theory is rooted in a bad philosophy, which renders all the rigorous mathematics as details of a
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false system. Confusing rigorous mathematics for the science of physics is a serious philosophical and scientific
error, that leads to the decay of the physicist’s mission of discovering the true reality of our universe.
The following [1]video is from [2]Max Tegmark, who is featured prominently on the Wikipedia [3]multiverse
page for his classification of different types of multiverses. The main focus of this post will be on the last 4
minutes of the video (from the 10:45 minute mark), as other posts in this series deal with his first two levels
of multiverse. (If you only watch the last 4 minutes of the video, you can skip the next two paragraphs.)
Tegmark’s level 3 multiverse is the semi-popular philosophical interpretation of quantum mechanics called
the [4]Many Worlds Interpretation. We do not take up the standard understanding of this theory in depth
as it has no bearing on the fine tuning of the constants, since the laws of nature and the constants do not
change in the different worlds/multiverses. It is similar to his level 1 multiverse, in the sense that while it
posits an infinite number of alternate universes that are each ordered, it does not try to posit a combination
of randomness and infinite tries to explain apparent order.
There are some physicists (Hawking as elaborated on by [5]Sidney Coleman) who try to apply Quantum
Mechanics to yield the constants themselves. This approach uses Quantum Mechanics in an unconventional
manner (as a meta law that determines the fundamental constants, as opposed to a law which governs the
interactions of energy) to try to provide a model for the number generator that multiverse theory requires.
We aren’t going to focus on this point, as our main problem with multiverse theory is not that it has a
speculative model for the random number generator. There are bigger problems.
What is particularly disturbing about this interview is that it is being conducted under the pretense of a
true representation of reality, as determined by science. The interviewer tells Tegmark that he is seeking
reality and is coming to Tegmark to find out from him what is real. Tegmark proceeds to present his level 4
multiverse which he says would be nuts if it were not true.

[EMBED]

Tegmark confuses mathematical possibility with physical reality. Mathematics is a special language which is
used to quantitatively describe the physical world we observe. Mathematics is not physics. The theory that
every conceivable, mathematically [6]consistent law is actually real is not even wrong. It is simply crazy.
This theory implicitly undermines all truth that science has discovered or will ever discover, by granting
equal existence in reality to every possibility that any mathematician can imagine. What truth value do the
scientific discoveries of General Relativity and Quantum Mechanics have, if they are just two laws out of the
infinite set of all the laws that actually exist? Faith in Mathematical Wonderland is tantamount to denial of
the very Foundations and Pillar of the sciences.
While most scientists do not believe in this theory, Tegmark’s respected place in the scientific community is
truly astonishing to us. (He is a professor at MIT with over 200 publications, 9 of which have been cited
over 500 times each.) Tegmark’s theory is an extreme form of a problem which exists in various degrees in
all multiverse theories. The theory of Mathematical Wonderland reveals more about the current state of
theoretical physics than it does about the rest of reality.
Putting aside the problems with Tegmark, there is a more general point with regards to all multiverse
theories which posit an infinite number of actual physical universes. It is no small claim that there exists an
[7]actual physical infinity. This is a very questionable philosophical issue. Infinity commonly arises in pure
mathematics, but is usually a sign of a problem in a theory of physics which describes the real world. (See
the [8]Ellis/Carr article where even Carr doesn’t seem to believe in it.)
[9]Georg Cantor was one of the most important mathematicians who did believe in actual infinities. Cantor
was the originator of [10]set theory, and was the first to show (1874) that there are different levels of mathe-
matical infinity. He did so again in a more elegant manner with his [11]diagonal[12] argument (1891). Cantor
also had a philosophical theory, whereby he equated the [13]Absolute Infinite with god.
Mathematicians generally accept set theory and the levels of infinity in mathematics, but disagree with
Cantor’s philosophy. The [14]Wiki page on Cantor explains his philosophy in a way which seems very similar
with Tegmark’s statements:
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Cantor’s philosophy on the nature of numbers led him to affirm a belief in the freedom
of mathematics to posit and prove concepts apart from the realm of physical phenomena, as
expressions within an internal reality. The only restrictions on this metaphysical system are that
all mathematical concepts must be devoid of internal contradiction, and that they follow from
existing definitions, axioms, and theorems.

[15]Carl Gauss, physicist and arguably the greatest mathematician ever, wrote ”I protest against the use of
infinite magnitude as something completed, which is never permissible in mathematics. Infinity is merely a
way of speaking, the true meaning being a limit which certain ratios approach indefinitely close, while others
are permitted to increase without restriction.”
The great mathematician [16]David Hilbert said ”Let us draw the conclusion from all our reflections on the
infinite. The overall result is then: The infinite is nowhere realized. Neither is it present in nature nor is it
admissible as a foundation of our rational thinking.”
[17]Aristotle and [18]Wittgenstein are among the many philosophers who emphatically denied the existence
of actual infinities. Any actual, countable (observable) infinity would come under Hilbert’s [19]Paradox of
the Grand Hotel, in addition to many other absurd beliefs you are forced to accept when you realize what
[20]infinity really means.
Despite these serious philosophical issues, many multiverse theorists are quick to invoke infinitely many
universes. Perhaps it is because they don’t realize that they are engaging in philosophy, but rather believe
that they are involved in the discovery of scientific theories like Mathematical Wonderland.
[21]Click here to continue to Stage 2b
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1.2.6 God vs The Multiverse (Part 11: String Theory) (2012-07-18 16:29)

It will be very helpful for understanding of this post to watch the[1]video on post seven, between the 34-41
minute marks.
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In the past three posts, we have discussed serious problems with multiverse theory. We will now turn to
refuting the ”proofs” which are proposed in support of the multiverse. We believe there is a deep relationship
between the past three posts, and these next few posts.
In the Greene video/[2]article, he cited three pillars of support for multiverse theories: (1) the apparently
fine-tuned value for the dark energy (the cosmological constant); (2) the 10500 different possible universes
predicted by string theory; (3) observations supporting inflation which mathematical analysis revealed to be
eternal inflation.
It should be clear from the previous posts that the fine-tuned value of dark energy (as well as the other
constants) is in no way a proof for the multiverse. Rather, it is a proof for an Intelligent Designer, which
forces multiverse theorists to desperately posit as many chaotic universes as they need to get out of the
problem. In this post, we will explain (and thereby undermine) the proof from string theory. After that, we
will discuss the proof from inflation.
[3]String theory is currently the most popular theory of fundamental physics, and many physicists believe it
to be the best candidate for a [4]Theory of Everything. String theory is widely acknowledged to contain truly
beautiful and elegant mathematics, which is one of its main appeals.
String theory attempts to unify all of physics (General Relativity and Quantum Mechanics) by assuming
that all particles are really tiny, vibrating strings. To get an idea how tiny they are, scroll down all the
orders of magnitude on the [5]scale of the universe interactive site. There is a very large gap between the tiny
strings and anything else we actually have evidence for. In fact, it is far and away the biggest gap in orders of
magnitude between any two things. That is how tiny strings are. They are the smallest fundamental objects.
(This exercise with the scale of the universe, as well as this [6]video from 1977, will help give you a good
intuitive sense for orders of magnitude and complexity, which is a basic aspect of our understanding of the
universe. It is not entirely clear if string theorists believe that there isn’t anything in between these tiny
strings and the known ’fundamental particles’ (i.e., electron, quark, neutrino); or they just think that it isn’t
necessary to go step by step in discovery, and they’ve been able to guess the ultimate, most fundamental
reality.)
In order for string theory to be mathematical consistent, it needs to posit at least 7 [7]extra dimensions of
space. [8]M-Theory (according to it’s creator [9]Edward Witten, the ’M’ could mean Magic-Theory) is the
most prevalent form of string theory and requires 8 extra dimensions. One problem is that no one has ever
observed these extra dimensions. It is therefore assumed that these extra dimensions are curled up so small
that we can’t observe them. (We would like to point out that there is another logical explanation for why we
cannot observe them.)
It turns out that the geometry of these hidden dimensions is very important. Depending on how you curl
them up, the theory results in very different properties of particles and values of the constants. These different
geometries are called the [10]string theory landscapes. There are currently known to be so many possible
different ways (10500) that really small, unobservable dimensions can be curled up and hidden away, that
string theory can explain just about any universe with any set of constants.
That is not a good feature of a scientific theory trying to explain one particular universe. It order to be
tested, a theory needs to make credible, unique predictions. Since we don’t know the shape of these really
tiny, never before seen dimensions, any phenomenon at all can be explained by the theory.
At first, this was a major cause for chagrin amongst string theorists (see video), and the theory came under
heavy [11]criticism. It seemed like string theory was beautiful mathematics and interesting speculation, but
it had a fatal flaw. Until physicists could show some compelling reason to select one particular landscape out
of the 10500 different possibilities, string theory is just beautiful speculation with no hopes of any empirical
tests to support it.
In 2005, [12]Leonard Susskind came out with his ground breaking book ([13]The Cosmic Landscape: [14]String
Theory and the Illusion of Intelligent Design), in which he ’arranged a marriage’ between string theory and
multiverse theory. Susskind recognized that if the multiverse theory were true, then having many different
possible geometries might not be so bad. It might even be a good thing. Maybe every multiverse has a
different geometry of these hidden dimensions and therefore has different values for the constants of nature.
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It even explained the fine tuning of the constants! And the origin of life to boot! A Theory Of Anything!
If everything is really tiny strings, and if there are 7 too tiny to be observed hidden dimensions, then maybe
the 10500 different landscapes really exist, if there are at least 10500 different multiverses. (None of these
things have ever been observed or experimentally supported). It should be obvious to the reader that this does
not constitute evidence for the multiverse. Rather, the landscape problem of string theory is a fundamental
flaw in the theory. If it can’t be solved, it prevents string theory from being a credible scientific theory. A
fatal flaw in a theory is not ’proof’ for the multiverse.
Ultimately, what their proof amounts to is faith that string theory is true. Since string theory is assumed to
be true, and if there were not 10500 multiverses then string theory would have a fatal flaw, it must be that
there is a multiverse. The belief that string theory is a true valid scientific theory necessitates the belief in
the multiverse. Somehow, they extrapolate that ”String theory proves the multiverse!”
We’re including a [15]video by [16]Lee Smolin (who had his own [17]fecund multiverse theory), author of a
great (and controversial) book called [18]The Trouble With Physics. Smolin discusses the scientific merits of
string theory, as well as how scientific consensus should only form after a theory makes predictions that are
confirmed by experiments and observations (which is something that string theory has failed to do).
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1.2.7 God vs The Multiverse (Part 12: The Theory of Inflation) (2012-07-29 18:29)

It will be very helpful for the understanding of the next two posts to watch the[1]video on post seven, between
the 8-25 minute marks.
In this post, we’ll discuss the theory of inflation, the final pillar of support which Greene brings for the
multiverse. First, we’ll begin with an introduction to the concept of inflation, and then differentiate between
the theory of inflation and the various models of inflation. Lastly, we will demonstrate why inflation does not
prove the existance of a multiverse.
Inflationary cosmology is one of the most exciting areas of modern physics. The [2]theory of inflation states
that a point very early in [3]the universe’s history, it expanded at a very rapid rate before slowing down to
the rate of expansion we observe today.
Note: If you are afraid of physics, you can skip until the paragraph ”The main idea...” and still get the main
point of this post. However, we recommend reading the entire post, and taking what you can from the next
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few paragraphs.

According to the theory, the universe was in thermodynamic equilibrium immediately prior to the rapid
expansion. This basically means that the universe was very small with all the energy close together ([4]in
causal contact), and therefore (according to the second law of thermodynamics) everything had approximately
the same temperature. It wasn’t exactly the same temperature everywhere because of quantum fluctuations
(the famous [5]uncertainty principle).
During this short time period (sometimes called the [6]Inflationary Epoch) the universe underwent rapid
expansion because of unique properties of a hypothesized energy field (called the [7]inflaton field, of course).
In order for inflation to work (without a multiverse), it is critical that there be fine tuning in the inflaton field.
The fine tuning is associated with the potential energy curve of the inflaton field. The implications of this
fine tuning is subject to a similar analysis as previously applied to the constants and the initial conditions; it
requires either a Designer or a multiverse to explain.
When first proposed by [8]Alan Guth in 1981, the theory of inflation was a significant advance in cosmological
knowledge because it solved two major problems in cosmology, and was later supported by a prediction
consistent with observation.
The first is called the [9]Horizon Problem. This is essentially the problem of explaining why the [10]cosmolog-
ical principle is true. Why does everywhere we look in the observable universe have pretty much the same
temperature and other physical properties? This is explained by the theory of inflation based upon the fact
that before inflation started, there was thermodynamic equilibrium in what is now the observable universe.
The second difficulty that inflation solves is the [11]Flatness Problem. This problem was tied to the fine
tuning of the critical density of the universe, but there is a better way to see the problem which has to do
with the shape of the universe as governed by General Relativity. Why is it so flat (so close to a [12]Euclidean
space)? One simple example of this is that on large scales the angles of a triangle sum to 180 degrees. In a
[13]spherical geometry, for example, the angles of a triangle sum to greater than 180 degrees. The theory
of inflation explains this flatness, as inflation smooths out the rapidly expanding space, and renders it very
close to the flat space that we observe.
The theory of inflation is a genuine scientific theory that makes a quantitative prediction which is spectacularly
confirmed by observation. It predicts the distribution of energy that we observe in the [14]cosmic microwave
background radiation (light that was produced at a later stage of the universe’s subsequent evolution) with
impressive accuracy. It also provides an amazing conceptual insight into the early universe.
Remember those small temperature differences caused by quantum fluctuations. Those small differences end
up becoming galaxies. It’s a pretty cool concept. Inflation blows up the effects of the quantum uncertainty
principle to galactic proportions. The seeds of the galaxies were the temperature irregularities caused by
quantum mechanics, which inflation caused to grow into galaxies.
The main idea that is relevant for the proof is to distinguish between the theory of inflation itself (which has
some confirmation by observation), and the particular model of inflation which concretizes this theory. There
are many different models to describe the mechanism for inflation (see the [15]Ellis/Carr article which states
that there are over 100 competing models).
Some of these models are for [16]eternal inflation (which claims that there are an infinite number of inflating
big bangs that randomly occur in an eternal, primordial chaos of an infinite amount of energy, and thus a
multiverse). Other models are for [17]finite inflation (which claims that there is one universe which inflates
shortly after the big bang, and no multiverse).
Consider the following oversimplified example which illustrates the difference between a theory and models
for a mechanism that explain the theory. Let’s say you take a hot cup of water and place it in a cold room,
and find that after a sufficient amount of time the water is the same temperature as the room (i.e., they are
in thermodynamic equilibrium as measured by a thermometer).
You can generalize this observation and develop a theory: whenever two objects of different temperatures
come into contact with each other for a sufficient amount of time, they end up having the same temperature.
To explain how this happens, you can propose several possible models to describe the mechanism that
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produces this result: (a) heat in the cup flowed out of the cup into the air of the room, causing the cup to
lose its heat; (b) cold of the room flowed out of the air of the room into the cup and cooled it down; (c) some
combination of heat and cold exchange; (d) perhaps temperature is related to motion, and the particles in
the cup and the particles in the room bumped into each other until they ended up with the same average
amount of motion per particle.
These are only four of the many other possible models consistent with the observation that the cup and room
are the same temperature. You can do experiments to test the theory by placing hot objects next to cold
objects and seeing if they always end up at the same temperature. If they do, you can conclude that there is
empirical evidence that your theory was correct.
However, which of the four models does this evidence support? None. Any of the models can equally explain
this experiment. A proof for the theory is not support for any particular model. You would need to find
some sort of crucial experiment that would work for only one model and not the others. Only then could you
rightly claim that there was evidence for any particular model.
Based upon this point alone, we think it is fairly obvious that the theory of inflation (and its confirmed
experimental prediction) does not constitute evidence for the particular model of inflation which contains an
infinite number of multiverses. This theory can equally be explained using models that yield only the one
universe that we observe, as long as you do not find it impossible to accept the possibility that the inflaton
field was fine tuned to produce inflation. Despite this point, the model of eternal inflation is frequently (and
misleadingly) touted as a pillar of support for the multiverse.
We highly recommend [18]this readable article by [19]Paul Steinhardt in 2011 about the theory of inflation
and the model of eternal inflation. We will be making significant use of it in the next post, where we will
discuss the problems of eternal inflation in more depth. (Chaotic eternal inflation was developed by [20]Andrei
Linde in 1986, after it was discovered that Guth’s original model for inflation was flawed. Steinhardt, Linde,
and Guth all won the Dirac Medal in 2002 for their work on inflation.)
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1.3 August

1.3.1 God vs The Multiverse (Part 13: Eternal Inflation) (2012-08-01 16:24)

In the previous post, we showed that the theory of inflation (which has been confirmed by observations) is
not a proof of any particular model of inflation. In particular, it does not prove the model of chaotic inflation
which yields eternal inflation and an infinite multiverse. In this post, we put that point aside and discuss
serious internal problems with the model of chaotic inflation; problems which led [1]Paul Steinhardt, an
innovator in inflationary cosmology, to reject inflation altogether.
Chaotic Inflation is currently one of the more popular models for eternal inflation. It was first proposed in
1986 by [2]Andrei Linde with his paper ”[3]Eternally Existing Self-Reproducing Chaotic Inflationary Universe”.
This model posits an unintelligent, infinite, eternal, chaotic energy. From this primordial energy, random
fluctuations (governed by the laws of physics of course) give rise to an infinite number of separate, inflating
island universes. It is assumed that somehow each island universe randomly has a different set of fundamental
constants.
A major problem with any model of inflation which claims that inflation randomly occurs out of chaos, is
that it less probable to get a universe which look like ours (”good inflation”), than a universe which look
nothing like ours (”bad inflation”). An even bigger problem with a model for inflation is when it predicts no
inflation at all as the most likely explanation for our universe! Paul Steinhardt, in the [4]Scientific America
article, explains the problem this way:

Not only is bad inflation more likely than good inflation, but no inflation is more likely than
either. University of Oxford physicist [5]Roger Penrose first made this point in the 1980s. He
applied thermodynamic principles, similar to those used to describe configurations of atoms and
molecules in a gas, to count the possible starting configurations of the inflaton and gravitational
fields. Some of these configurations lead to inflation and thence to a nearly uniform, flat distribution
of matter and a geometrically flat shape. Other configurations lead to a uniform, flat universe
directly—without inflation. Both sets of configurations are rare, so obtaining a flat universe is
unlikely overall. Penrose’s shocking conclusion, though, was that obtaining a flat universe without
inflation is much more likely than with inflation—by a factor of 10 to the googol (10ˆ100) power!

An even more fundamental problem with a model of inflation that predicts infinite universes is that there is
no way to naturally make any predictions from this model at all.

For an infinite collection of coins, there are an infinite number of ways of sorting that produce
an infinite range of probabilities. So there is no legitimate way to judge which coin is more likely.
By the same reasoning, there is no way to judge which kind of island is more likely in an eternally
inflating universe. Now you should be disturbed. What does it mean to say that inflation makes
certain predictions that, for example, the universe is uniform or has scale-invariant fluctuations—if
anything that can happen will happen an infinite number of times? And if the theory does not
make testable predictions, how can cosmologists claim that the theory agrees with observations,
as they routinely do?

Steinhardt continues to explain that it is possible to model a theory of inflation in a finite way that does allow
the theory to make genuine predictions. These are the same predictions of the prior post that are confirmed
by experiment and observations. This would allow us to maintain the theory of inflation which also solves
the horizon problem and the flatness problem.
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Some suggest trying to construct theories of inflation that are not eternal, to nip the infinity of
universes in the bud. But eternality is a natural consequence of inflation plus quantum physics. To
avoid it, the universe would have to start off in a very special initial state and with a special form
of inflationary energy, so that inflation ended everywhere in space before quantum fluctuations
had a chance to reignite it. In this scenario, though, the observed outcome depends sensitively on
what the initial state is. That defeats the entire purpose of inflation: to explain the outcome no
matter what conditions existed beforehand.

Steinhardt rejects the model of finite inflation because it would require fine tuning for the initial state of
the universe, which would defeat ”the entire purpose of the theory of inflation” (in his mind), to explain the
universe without having any fine tuning.
Steinhardt goes on to explain how eternal inflation theorists try to solve the problem (that their model doesn’t
make any actual predictions) by positing ad hoc [6]measures for these infinite sets and thereby calculate
probabilities on them.

An alternative strategy supposes that islands like our observable universe are the most likely
outcome of inflation. Proponents of this approach impose a so-called measure, a specific rule for
weighting which kinds of islands are most likely—analogous to declaring that we must take three
quarters for every five pennies when drawing coins from our sack. The notion of a measure, an ad
hoc addition, is an open admission that inflationary theory on its own does not explain or predict
anything.

Worse, theorists have come up with many equally reasonable measures that lead to different
conclusions. An example is the volume measure, which says that islands should be weighted by
their size. At first glance, this choice makes common sense. The intuitive idea underlying inflation
is that it explains the uniformity and flatness we observe by creating large volumes of space with
those properties. Unfortunately, the volume measure fails...By this measure, it is unlikely we
would even exist.

Measure enthusiasts take a trial-and-error approach in which they invent and test measures
until, they hope, one produces the desired answer: that our universe is highly probable. Suppose
they succeed someday. Then they will need another principle to justify using that measure instead
of the others, yet another principle to choose that principle, and so on.

Steinhardt ends up rejecting the entire theory of inflation (not just the specific models of eternal inflation or
finite inflation):

In light of these arguments, the oft-cited claim that cosmological data have verified the central
predictions of inflationary theory is misleading, at best. What one can say is that data have
confirmed predictions of the naive inflationary theory as we understood it before 1983, but this
theory is not inflationary cosmology as understood today...And if inflationary theory makes no
firm predictions, what is its point?

Steinhardt ultimately proposes [7]his own cyclic cosmology theory which we won’t go into in depth. He uses
string theory to speculate that our universe is really living on a three dimensional p-brane. These [8]p-branes
are imagined to exist in the extra hidden dimensions of string theory. Our universe was made by one of an
infinite number of collisions that happens every trillion years between two of these p-branes. (See [9]post 11
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for more on the extra dimensions of string theory and the landscape problem.)
What is so perverse about this reasoning is that Steinhardt rejects the entire theory of inflation because
he is not interested in any universe which implies fine tuning (and thereby an Intelligent Agent). He was
one of the major contributors to inflationary theory which, when modeled in a finite manner, yields testable
results confirmed by observation. Steinhardt ends up rejecting a very plausible scientific theory of inflation,
in exchange for a speculative theory of colliding membranes, simply because of a bias against fine tuning; a
fact that is obvious throughout the universe, not just in the fine tuning required for inflation.
In the next post, we will illustrate how any multiverse theory that tries to explain the special initial conditions
of the big bang by positing infinite randomness, runs into even deeper problems than those already discussed.
[10]Click here to continue to Stage 2c
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1.3.2 God vs The Multiverse (Part 14: Boltzmann Brain Paradox) (2012-08-05 15:22)

In this post, our last technical post, we discuss additional serious problems which arise from multiverse theory
positing that our universe emerged from a random fluctuation out of chaos.
The [1]Boltzmann Brain Paradox is one of the most significant (and humorous) points in this series. It is
expressed in a serious form by Richard Feynman, who is quoted by [2]Sean Carroll in the embedded [3]video
below. He explains very clearly why the [4]entropy problem of post 4 is such a fundamental problem for
multiverse theory. If you find this post difficult to follow, try watching the very clear video (about 15 minutes),
which will help you understand the main concept.

[EMBED]

The Boltzmann Brain problem arises from taking the multiverse theory seriously and following it through
to its logical conclusion. Multiverse theory claims that the very low entropy (highly improbably) initial
conditions for the big bang was the result of a random fluctuation in conjunction with an infinite number of
tries.
The problem starts with the fact that, based upon entropy, it is much more likely (by a factor of 101010 0 )
that a random fluctuation would have produced the entire universe as it is right now, than to have produced
the initial conditions of the big bang. This would mean that all our memories are mistaken as we think we
actually remember the world five minutes ago looking very similar to the way it does now.
Further, it is still more likely that the random fluctuation should have produced a universe which is a
combination of chaos and order, as opposed to a universe that is entirely ordered. Recall that according
to multiverse theory, the order which we observe in our universe is not a rule, but a random coincidence.
Therefore, taking multiverse theory to its logical conclusion actually leads to a prediction that we will observe
chaos anywhere new that we look in the cosmos (i.e., places we have not observed yet).
This prediction of multiverse theory could be simply tested by looking (with the newest telescopes) in new
directions or farther distances than we have previously observed. An amazing thing happens when we do this.
[5]We always find more galaxies and order, not chaos. Multiverse theory makes false predictions over
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and over. When it is actually subjected to the scientific method, it is refuted. (You can watch
Feynman himself explain this subtle argument in [6]this short video, where he calls the multiverse theory
ridiculous.)
Following the above logic even further, it is even more likely that the random fluctuation should have produced
one single brain, rather than a universe of at least 100 billion galaxies that we think we live in. This is
because the most probable fluctuation that explains your current thoughts, memories, emotions, etc., is a
Boltzmann Brain (i.e., a brain whose neurons are randomly configured exactly as your brain is right now)
surrounded by chaos.
The technical term in cosmology for these Boltzmann Brains is ”freaky observers”, in contrast to ”normal
observers” (which is what you probably think you are). This hilarious-because-it’s-true New York Times
article entitled [7]Big Brain Theory: Have Cosmologists Lost Their Minds? does an excellent job of elucidating
these points, and shows scientists’ responses to the problem. The last two paragraphs are our favorite part.
There are two ways that physicists try to solve this problem. The first way is to try to invoke eternal inflation
as a solution. If you recall, Steinhardt’s main critique on eternal inflation was that it introduces [8]ad hoc
measures to try to allow the model to make any predictions at all. This is because there are an infinite
number of every possible universe, which makes it impossible to figure out which type of universe is more
probable in any straight forward way.
A good example of one of these ad hoc measures is based on Boltzmann Brains. In the [9]introduction to their
paper on Boltzmann Brains, [10]Andrei Linde and his colleagues address this issue. (This is a technical paper,
but if you can get the main idea of the introduction, especially from the last paragraph of page 1 and on,
you can appreciate this point in a fuller way.) They argue that since the prediction that we are Boltzmann
Brains is proven false by our continued observation of order, we must introduce an artificial measure into
eternal inflation which makes the number of ordered observers more likely than freaky observes.
The authors try to show that it is possible to twist the theory of eternal inflation by using a hand-picked
measure ([11]see previous post) so that you are more likely to be an ordered observer. They are claiming
that with this new measure, it may be more probable that a random fluctuation in the infinite chaos will
produce the initial conditions of our big bang, that leads to a universe of 100 billion galaxies with 100 billion
stars each, rather than a brain surrounded by chaos. (We call this the magic eternal inflation theory.)
Besides for how obviously contrived this ad hoc measure is, there is a more basic flaw in this reasoning. He
can not simply disprove the possibility that he is a Linde Brain (a brain which randomly fluctuated into
existence believing it is Andrei Linde) by walking outside and observing continued order. The logic of an
ancient skeptical philosophy called ”[12]brain in a vat” undermines this simple experiment. Rather, it is still
far more likely that he is another Linde Brain that just fluctuated into existence out of the infinite chaos,
with the false memory that it just did an experiment to test out whether it really was a Linde Brain or not.
Consequently, Linde and colleagues have no justification for using this measure even in an ad hoc manner,
and should rather reject multiverse theory because it leads to the conclusion of radical skepticism.
This naturally brings us to the second tactic we have seen some physicists (Greene and Carroll) use to avoid
the Boltzmann Brain Paradox. Essentially, the argument is as follows: When we take multiverse theory to
its logical conclusion (that we are probably Boltzmann Brains), we can no longer trust our memories. This
ends up undermining the very laws of physics that made us suggest a multiverse in the first place. Secondly,
we simply can not operate and function with the belief that we are Boltzmann Brains. Therefore, it makes
no sense to take the theory to its logical conclusion as it undermines itself and leads to absurdities. The
only thing that we can reasonably believe is that we actually live in a multiverse where random fluctuations
happened to produce the very unlikely, highly ordered state of the big bang that has truly evolved to this
point in time. We thereby save the laws of physics and rescue multiverse theory!
This argument is trying to avoid the logical fallacy of having a conclusion that contradicts a premise, and
of being [13]reductio ad absurdum (the belief that you are a Boltzmann Brain), by not taking the theory
to its logical conclusion. But there is simply no justification for stopping the argument short. Any theory
that when taken to its logical conclusion undermines itself, must be rejected. You can not just say that we
shouldn’t take it to its logical end. If a theory leads to an absurd result or a conclusion which contradicts a
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premise, there is something very wrong with the theory!
Someone may dismiss this entire problem of Boltzmann Brains by saying that freaky observers are obviously
ridiculous, and are not part of science. Read the Times article. We’re not making this problem up. This
paradox emerges when someone denies the real order in the universe, and exchanges it for random chaos
which improbably results in an illusion of order. Once we consider such far out possibilities, we have no
way of excluding freaky possibilities such as Boltzmann Brains. (Hence the vast literature on the subject of
Boltzmann Brains, as quoted in the introduction of the Linde paper cited above). The serious consideration
of ridiculous Boltzmann Brains emerges from considering the even more ridiculous explanation of the big
bang put forth by multiverse theorists.
An honest, logical multiverse theorist must either admit that multiverse theory is wrong, or accept the
unfortunate reality that they are most likely Boltzmann Brains.
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1.3.3 God vs The Multiverse (Part 15: Are We Real?) (2012-08-08 16:27)

The following video by [1]Martin Rees called ”[2]What We Still Don’t Know: Are We Real?” is the best video
we have ever seen on this matter. We know it is a bit long (48 minutes), but it is well worth the time. We
saved the best for last.

The video presents, in a very candid fashion, how multiverse scientists have chosen to believe in a multiverse
to explain the fine tuning, in order to avoid the conclusion that God exists. This is explicitly said multiple
times throughout the video, along with the claim that multiverse speculations are actual science.

Besides for this, the video has other excellent points as well. It begins with a good description of how
complexity arises from simplicity, a theme we will develop more in stage three of the proof regarding the
concept of One God. The final part of the video is an incredible illustration of the philosophical abyss that
scientists have wandered into because they have denied the Intelligent Creator of the universe.

[EMBED]

We will list our comments in an order that corresponds to the minutes of the video.
6-10: Mathematician [3]John Conway’s invention of the [4]Game of Life, is an excellent example of how
complexity emerges from simplicity. However, Conway’s makes a specious argument (9:45 minute mark) that
there was no design whatsoever in the Game of Life, and that it behaves the way it does as a result of random
behavior. Upon simple analysis this claim is seen to be totally false.
An intelligent designer (Conway) chose a set of simple rules in order to produce complexity and structures.
He was not creative enough to invent new, simple laws (he says that they tried out many rules that didn’t
work), but rather had to mimic and copy the biological laws found in nature (which are also designed by
an Intelligent Agent). In addition, his creatures exist on a computer that itself was designed by another
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intelligent agent!
It is hard for us to comprehend how Conway can claim that the Game of Life inspires faith that the ordered
complexity of his little creatures can be the result of random behavior, without a Designer. It would seem
that the Game of Life proves just the opposite conclusion. Perhaps Conway just means that the utmost
simplicity can lead to the great complexity if something intelligent chooses the right laws. In that case, we
most emphatically agree.
11-21: This is a very clear and honest presentation of the problem of the fine tuning of the constants. There
are very clear statements made by the co-founder of string theory, [5]Leonard Susskind (this part was in
post 3), about physicists’ feelings towards the theory of an Intelligent Designer to explain the fine tuning.
Scientists did not want to entertain the assumed-to-be-impossible idea of a Designer. (The narrator says
at minute 27 that ”to avoid the conclusion that an Intelligent force had a hand in our creation, scientists
invoked the principle of multiple universes.”)
21-26: Rees says that some people want to give a religious explanation for the fine tuning, whereas he thinks
it is a scientific question that should be addressed by cosmologists. These cosmologists have found the simple
and elegant explanation of the multiverse,which might require a leap of faith as profound as any religious
belief. There is no longer a need for a Fine Tuner.
26-29: Is multiverse theory science? [6]Max Tegmark says that what makes good science is whether you can
rule the theory out or not. (It would seem that he thinks the theory of demons is also good science, as it too
can not be ruled out.)
Can we ever prove the multiverse is true? Susskind says that we might have to wait some fraction of 2500
years, like they had to wait to prove the atomic hypothesis. We will have to rely on the ingenuity of future
physicists to figure it out, because we can’t figure out any way to do it.
34-46: Philosopher [7]Nick Bostrom explains the [8]Trans-human stage of human evolution which he believes
is just beginning. Bostrom says that his theory that we’re not actually real, but are rather the simulation’s
of trans-human gods is meant to be taken literally, not metaphorically. Of course, this theory is based on
empirical considerations.
46: ”In searching for an alternative explanation to the religious accounts of our creation, cosmologists have
uncovered a possibility that seems incredibly similar. An all-powerful, all-knowing, super intelligent being. An
entity whose motives are unfathomable and whose existence is unprovable.” Rees says we would not be able
to comprehend what a super intelligence would be able to achieve any more than a dog could comprehend
quantum mechanics.
This alternative, modern-day god is based upon the [9]Simulation Hypothesis, formalized by Nick Bostrom
as follows:

At least one of the following propositions is true: (1) the human species is very likely to go
extinct before reaching a “posthuman” stage; (2) any posthuman civilization is extremely unlikely
to run a significant number of simulations of their evolutionary history (or variations thereof); (3)
we are almost certainly living in a computer simulation.

Based upon this hypothesis, Bostrom concludes (italics added):

If (1) is true, then we will almost certainly go extinct before reaching posthumanity. If (2) is
true, then there must be a strong convergence among the courses of advanced civilizations so that
virtually none contains any relatively wealthy individuals who desire to run ancestorsimulations
and are free to do so. If (3) is true, then we almost certainly live in a simulation. In the dark forest
of our current ignorance, it seems sensible to apportion one’s credence roughly evenly between (1),
(2), and (3).
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We think that Bostrom is making a critical error in thought. The assignment of probabilities to an event is a
type of knowledge and, as such, should be based upon knowledge, not ignorance. If one is in a ”dark forest of
ignorance”, he is simply ignorant and cannot legitimately assign probabilities. Unfortunately, he must admit
his ignorance, avoid speculating in this area, and move on to a more realistic, fruitful area of analysis.
There are many speculative dichotomies or trichotomies that one could formulate for which we have no
idea how to resolve. It is not legitimate to simply ”apportion one’s credence roughly evenly” to each of
these outcomes. For example: either there are demons or there aren’t demons. Given the dark forest of our
knowledge of [10]demonology... (It is entertaining to try to come up with your own.)
In his [11]FAQ’s regarding the simulation hypothesis, Bostrom says (question #2):

I note that people who hear about the simulation argument often react by saying, “Yes, I
accept the argument, and it is obvious that it is possibility #n that obtains.” But different people
pick a different n. Some think it obvious that (1) is true, others that (2) is true, yet others that
(3) is true. The truth seems to be that we just don’t know which of the disjuncts is true.

This proves that no one has any way to intelligently approach the problem. This being the case, it is pseudo-
science to make this an area of serious research and discussion. When asked ”Isn’t the simulation-hypothesis
untestable?”, Bostrom responds (Question #9):

There are clearly possible observations that would show that we are in a simulation. For
example, the simulators could make a “window” pop up in front of you with the text “YOU ARE
LIVING IN A COMPUTER SIMULATION. CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION.” Or
they could uplift you into their level of reality.

It’s almost comical. We are frequently left wondering if this is meant seriously, but then we remember that
these scientists actually believe in alternate realities with 57 dimensions. When pondering the implications of
the hypothesis, Bostrom writes:

Although all the elements of such a system can be naturalistic, even physical, it is possible to
draw some loose analogies with religious conceptions of the world. In some ways, the posthumans
running a simulation are like gods in relation to the people inhabiting the simulation: the
posthumans created the world we see; they are of superior intelligence; they are “omnipotent” in
the sense that they can interfere in the workings of our world even in ways that violate its physical
laws; and they are “omniscient” in the sense that they can monitor everything that happens.
However, all the demigods except those at the fundamental level of reality are subject to sanctions
by the more powerful gods living at lower levels.

Further rumination on these themes could climax in a naturalistic theogony that would study
the structure of this hierarchy, and the constraints imposed on its inhabitants by the possibility
that their actions on their own level may affect the treatment they receive from dwellers of deeper
levels. For example, if nobody can be sure that they are at the basement-level, then everybody
would have to consider the possibility that their actions will be rewarded or punished, based
perhaps on moral criteria, by their simulators. An afterlife would be a real possibility.

As the narrator of the video points out, this is starting to sound a lot like a religion. In fact, it seems a lot
like idolatry to us. In place of the old gods of classical paganism whose physical bodies were modeled after
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the form of their human inventors, the ’brain’ these new gods are modeled after the brains of its inventors:
human scientists, computer programmers and philosophers.
[12]Paul Davies elaborates on the connection between multiverse theory and the simulation hypothesis in
his [13]New York Times article (2003), where he argues that the simulation hypothesis is the reductio ad
absurdum conclusion of multiverse theory. We hope that scientists will realize the destructive nature of the
path through the dark forest of the multiverse, and abandon it quickly.
46-47: Tegmark: ”It is very important for us physicists to not dismiss ideas just because they are weird,
because if we did we would’ve already dismissed atoms, black holes and all sorts of other marvelous things.
Actually, when you ask a basic question about the nature of reality, don’t you expect an answer which is a
bit weird. Anything but weird would be a big let down. Frankly, let’s just accept that the universe is weird
and accept it as part of its charm. ”
We would like to note that the reason why atoms and black holes (and quantum mechanics) are accepted as
part of reality despite their being weird, is because they are verified by experimentation and the scientific
method. We have never seen weirdness as a criteria in favor of a scientific theory, or of its charm. If anything,
scientists seem to have a preference for simple, beautiful ideas (if they can be verified, of course). In fact, we
can come up with many weird, unprovable hypotheses to explain the mysteries of our universe (demons for
instance).
This is the second to last post of Stage Two in which we focus on multiverse theory. We hope that after
reading and understanding these posts, you will agree that one of the main differences between the real
non-physical One God, and cosmologists’ new trans-human physical gods, is that the true God is provable
while their multiverse/false gods are not.
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1.3.4 God vs The Multiverse (Part 16: Scientific Consensus) (2012-08-12 16:08)

We want to openly address a doubt that someone might harbor about the proof, based on the fact that most
current scientists don’t believe in God. If it is really as clear as we are presenting it, why don’t these brilliant
people accept it? If multiverse theory is actually as ridiculous as it appears, how is it that so many great
modern day scientists have faith in it?
This question is based upon a seemingly very rational appeal to the authority of great scientists. However,
we think that the conviction about the existence of an Intelligent Designer can not justifiably be resolved by
reliance upon scientific authorities for many reasons.
The value of scientific consensus as an authoritative position has applicability when it is about science itself.
This requires that almost all knowledgeable scientists claim that a theory has made credible predictions,
which are confirmed through observation. In that situation, it makes no sense to doubt their authority, as it
is something that would be revealed as a lie if it were false. For a layperson to doubt scientific consensus
that has developed through experimental confirmation, borders on positing a conspiracy theory. However, we
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hope it is clear by now that multiverse theory does not come under this category at all, as scientists are not
claiming that it makes credible predictions which are confirmed by observation.
In addition, the question of whether there really exists an Intelligent Designer of the universe, is an issue
that many people come to with a strong prejudice. There are deep emotional reasons motivating some people
to believe in an Intelligent Designer, and just as powerful emotional reasons motivating others to deny Him.
We do not pretend to be free of emotional biases either. As such, to blindly accept authorities (philosophic,
scientific, religious, etc.) in such an area is a mistake. You have no choice but to honestly investigate and
freely decide what you believe to be true using your mind.
Moreover, this is an area in which there isn’t a consensus of authorities among scientists themselves. There
are [1]numerous modern day scientists who maintain that there is an Intelligent Cause, and an even greater
number who consider multiverse theory to be speculative and unscientific. We have shown their opinions
throughout the proof, in the articles and videos we have linked to.
While most modern day scientists would rather posit meaningless randomness which gives forth the illusion of
order and structure by pure chance, the two greatest scientists of all time had a deep unshakable conviction
in an Intelligent Cause responsible for the order and beauty in the universe. [2]Isaac Newton and [3]Albert
Einstein arrived at this knowledge without the proof from the fine tuning of the constants. They were able
to see this Intelligence from the harmony of the natural laws and the wondrous order of the cosmos, and they
realized that this Intelligence was incomparably greater than any human intelligence.
We sometimes hear atheists attack this proof by saying ”it’s just the old design argument.” There is a reason
that great thinkers throughout the ages have seen the design and intelligence manifest in nature, and have
inferred the reality of an Intelligence behind it all. The wisdom in the creation has always been apparent
to those who studied it; whether through the model of Aristotelian physics, Newtonian physics, or Modern
physics. Every significant model of nature has reflected the work of an Awesome Intelligence. Yes, the design
argument has been around for along time, and it’s not going anywhere.
We will bring some quotes from Newton and Einstein on this issue, but we want to preface these quotes with
two points. Firstly, we want to make it clear that we are not quoting Newton and Einstein in an attempt
to [4]argue from authority. The opposite is true (and is evidenced by our not mentioning them until this
post). We mention them to show that you can not rely on the authority of modern day scientists who deny
that intelligence is responsible for the order in nature. There are even greater authorities, like Newton and
Einstein, who did recognize this Intelligence. The philosophical issue of an Intelligent explanation for the
order in nature, is an ancient dispute in which appeal to authority is totally useless.
Secondly, we are mentioning Newton and Einstein in the context of their recognition and appreciation of an
Intelligence responsible for the universe they studied and admired. Their metaphysical beliefs about God
Himself which do not emerge from the science (Divine Providence, miracles, prophecy, etc.) are not relevant
to this point. In fact, they didn’t even agree with each other on these points.
Isaac Newton wrote in the [5]General Scholium of his famous work [6]Mathematical Principles of Natural
Philosophy:

”This most beautiful System of the Sun, Planets, and Comets, could only proceed from the
counsel and dominion of an intelligent and powerful being...This Being governs all things, not as
the soul of the world, but as Lord over all...He is utterly void of all body and bodily figure, and
can therefore neither be seen, nor heard, not touched...much less then have we any idea of the
substance of God. We know him only by his most wise and excellent contrivances of things, and
final causes...and a God without dominion, providence, and final causes, is nothing else but Fate
and Nature. Blind metaphysical necessity, which is certainly the same always and every where,
could produce no variety of things. All that diversity of natural things which we find, suited to
different times and places, could arise from nothing but the ideas and will of a Being necessarily
existing.”
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One of the most [7]famous quotes of Newton is:

”I do not know what I may appear to the world, but to myself I seem to have been only like a
boy playing on the sea-shore, and diverting myself in now and then finding a smoother pebble or
a prettier shell than ordinary, whilst the great ocean of truth lay all undiscovered before me. ”

From [8]Walter Isaacson’s biography of Einstein, in the chapter called ”Einstein’s God” on page 386, Einstein
is quoted as saying:

”I’m not an atheist. The problem involved is too vast for our limited minds. We are in the
position of a little child entering a huge library filled with books in many languages. The child
knows someone must have written those books. It does not know how. It does not understand
the languages in which they are written. The child dimly suspects a mysterious order in the
arrangement of the books but doesn’t know what it is. That, it seems to me, is the attitude of
even the most intelligent human being toward God. We see the universe marvelously arranged
and obeying certain laws but only dimly understand these laws.”

From page 388:

”My religiosity consists of a humble admiration of the infinitely superior spirit that reveals
itself in the little that we can comprehend about the knowable world. That deeply emotional
conviction of the presence of a superior reasoning power, which is revealed in the incomprehensible
universe, forms my idea of God.”

From page 389:

”There are people who say there is no God. But what makes me really angry is that they
quote me for support of such views.”

From page 390:

”The fanatical atheists are like slaves who are still feeling the weight of their chains which they
have thrown off after hard struggle. They are creatures who - in their grudge against traditional
religion as the ’opium of the masses’ - cannot hear the music of the spheres.”

Ultimately, this is something that you have to freely decide using your own mind. You can not rely on the
authority of Newton and Einstein, much less that of modern day scientists and philosophers. There is no
substitute for investigating the area yourself and having conviction based on first hand knowledge, especially
in an area like this where there are strong emotional biases on both sides of the argument.

1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Relationship_between_religion_and_science#Perspectives_from_the_Scientific_

community

2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Isaac_Newton

3. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albert_Einstein

4. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Argument_from_authority
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1.3.5 God vs The Multiverse (Part 17: Summary of Stage Two) (2012-08-15 14:35)

In summarizing the proof thus far, we want to show how the proof from the fine tuning of the constants and
initial conditions is exhaustive in discussing all possible explanations for the fine tuning. In addition to the
fact that design and order point to an Intelligent Designer, there is no reasonable alternative for explaining
the fine tuning in the universe.
We want to make it clear that we are not using the process of elimination to establish an Intelligent Designer.
Fine tuning, in and of itself, points to an Intelligent Designer. Rather, we are demonstrating that we have not
missed any other types of explanations which would account for the fine tuning of the constants and initial
conditions. This is important because a person attains a much greater degree of conviction in the truth of
any theory, when he can categorize all other possible theories and realize that they are insufficient to explain
the facts.
There are only four possible types of theories which can explain the particular values of the constants of
nature (the same line of reasoning applies to the initial conditions):
(1) Necessary Existences;
(2) Intelligent Designer;
(3) Master Mathematical Equation of the Universe;
(4) Multiverse.
We know these are the only possibilities based on the following reasoning:
Either the particular values of the constants have a cause, or they do not have a cause. If they do not have
a cause, that means that they are Necessary Existences (Theory 1). The other three theories explain the
constants based upon a cause. The disagreement between the different theories is about the nature of this
cause.
Assuming that they do have a cause, either the cause of the constants is Intelligent, or it is not intelligent.
If it is Intelligent, that means they were designed by an Intelligent Agent (Theory 2). On the other hand,
Theories 3 and 4 both assume an unintelligent cause, but differ on the nature of this unintelligent cause.
Assuming that the cause is unintelligent, we must consider the nature of the relationship between this
cause and the resultant constants. Either the relationship is [1]deterministic (i.e., the particular values of
the constants necessarily result from the cause), or it is [2]not deterministic (i.e., the particular values of
the constants do not necessarily result from the cause, but arise from the cause by a probabilistic/chance
mechanism).
If the unintelligent cause is deterministic, that means that there is some master mathematical law which
necessarily determines every constant to every last decimal place (Theory 3). If the unintelligent cause is
not deterministic, then one must explain how the probabilistic mechanism (some sort of random number
generator) happened to select the right values for our universe to emerge. In order for this to be reasonable,
one must posit a multiverse with a near infinite number of universes; in each universe, the probabilistic
mechanism randomly selects particular values for each constant (Theory 4).
The outline below summarizes the breakdown of all of the possible explanations for the particular values of
the constants (and initial conditions). This is a good point to pause and think. See if you are convinced that
these possibilities are exhaustive, or ask us if you disagree.
I. No cause: Necessary Existences - Theory 1
II. Cause:
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A. Intelligent Cause: Designer - Theory 2
B. Unintelligent Cause:
i. Unintelligent, deterministic cause: Master Mathematical Equation - Theory 3
ii. Unintelligent, not deterministic cause: Multiverse - Theory 4
At the end of Stage One ([3]Post 6), we summarized the reasoning for rejecting Theories 1 and 3. Essentially,
they are difficult theories to begin with, which are made untenable by their lack of explanation of the fine
tuning.
In Stage Two, we formulated many arguments to reject Theory 4 ([4]the multiverse). We illustrated why
any theory that can explain anything, really explains nothing ([5]multiverse of the gaps fallacy). We also
demonstrated why Theory 2 (an Intelligent Agent) does not commit this fallacy.
Throughout Stage Two, we argued how [6]scientists have mistaken a question about the philosophy of science
for a scientific question. They confuse a philosophical theory couched in mathematical language with the
science of physics. We called this [7]mathematical wonderland. In pretending that their philosophical theory
is science, they have distorted the scientific method and undermined the institution of science itself.
It is clear that the fine tuning of our universe is not a proof for the multiverse ([8]as Greene claims), but
an indication of Design. Additionally, we have demonstrated why the other two ’proofs’ given to support
the multiverse are actually the two biggest problems with their own theories. The landscape problem is
the Achilles’ heal of [9]string [10]theory, not evidence for a multiverse. [11]Eternal Inflation creates many
problems with infinities ([12]Boltzmann Brain Paradox, Santa Claus, etc.), in addition to the fact that the
infinities render it impossible to make any predictions without the introduction of ad hoc measures.
Finally, we showed how multiverse thinking leads scientists into total oblivion. They seriously contemplate
the possibility that they aren’t even real, but are the creations of a physical, super intelligent, transhuman
god.
The very popularity of multiverse theory among scientists, is a great source of conviction in the proof. Every
year, more and more physicists are professing faith in the multiverse. This makes it clear to you that you
haven’t missed some simple answer to the problem. This also illustrates just how serious the problems of fine
tuning of the constants and initial conditions are. It is not for naught that scientists are positing an idea as
wildly speculative and unscientific as an infinite amount of unobservable universes.
We think that one of the main reasons why scientists have faith in the multiverse, is because they do not see
the idea of One God as a rational belief. They find the idea of God impossible to entertain (see video in post
15). They also lodge many serious questions against Theory 2 (an Intelligent Designer). Who caused God?
Or, if He has no cause, then why does He exist? What designed the Designer? What knowledge do we even
have by saying ’God’, which is just a word that represents an empty concept!?
For this proof to stand firm, we must show that Theory 2 can be formulated in a clear manner. It will not
suffice for us to simply leave a vague notion of God and walk away. It is incumbent upon us to present and
defend a rational formulation for the theory of an Intelligent Designer, in a manner that satisfactorily answers
all serious questions with our formulation.
In the final stage of the proof (Stage Three), we will present a clear formulation of Theory 2. We do not
pretend to have discovered this formulation ourselves. Rather, we will clearly explain, to the best of our
limited abilities, the theory of One God as discovered by [13]Abraham (approximately 3800 years ago).
We will explain why Abraham’s God is a satisfactory explanation for the fine tuning of our universe. We will
not be able to address and disprove every possible formulation of a god that people have ever invented; nor is
it necessary for us to do so for this proof to stand firm. (There are even more flawed and false formulations
of god(s) than there are models for the multiverse.) We will simply attempt to present a rational concept
of an Intelligent Agent, so that you are in a position where you are free to choose which of the above four
theories you maintain to be true.
[14]Click here to continue to Stage 3a.

1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Determinism

2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indeterminism
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1.3.6 God vs The Multiverse (Part 18: Simplicity and Complexity) (2012-08-21 07:52)

We want to be clear about what we are, and what we are not, presenting in Stage Three of this proof. This
stage is not independent of the prior two stages, and we are not presenting an [1]ontological argument for
God’s Existence. We have already established (based upon modern science in the prior two stages of the proof)
that the universe must have an Intelligent Designer. We intend to show that the only reasonable formulation
for this Intelligent Designer is the God of Abraham. Every other complex formulation is subject to critical
flaws that we will discuss in the coming posts, while the God of Abraham satisfactorily avoids these difficulties.
The main purpose of this post is to convey Abraham’s concept of One Simple God. We do not mean ’simple’
in the way that it is often used to denote something easy to understand, in contrast to something which
is hard (’complicated’) to understand. Something can be simple, yet difficult to understand because of its
abstract nature. Rather, we mean simplicity in a specific sense, which is best understood in contrast to
complexity.
We are using the following examples from science to contrast simplicity with complexity, in order to help
explain what we mean. The key point is not the particular examples, but rather how we are using the word
’simplicity’. The examples also provide a good illustration how something can be simple, yet very difficult to
understand. Additionally, the various different types of examples show just how important and ubiquitous
the concept of simplicity is for all of our scientific understanding of the universe.
The [2]human brain is a very complex entity. It is composed of relatively simpler [3]cells, called neurons. Each
complex cell is composed of many simpler [4]molecules. Molecules are ultimately made of [5]fundamental
particles, like electrons and quarks (if string theory is correct, then strings are the fundamental existences).
Electrons and quarks might seem complicated, but they are really exceptionally simple compared to a human
brain which is composed of about 100 billion neurons.
If we were asked to explain exactly what an [6]electron really is, we couldn’t really give a good answer. An
electron has no known internal substructure, and is idealized as a [7]point particle with no spacial extension.
We could say that an electron is an essential form of energy, that has certain [8]intrinsic properties like charge
and spin; but we couldn’t understand what causes it to have these properties in terms of something simpler,
as an electron is a [9]fundamental particle.
When discussing the brain on the other hand, despite its complexity (or better yet, because of its complexity),
we can gain some understanding of it by analyzing it into its components. We can study their relationships
and attempt to develop a theory explaining the resultant functionality of the more complex [10]emergent
entity of the brain.
We say that something is simple when it is basic or fundamental. When one thing can be used to explain
many phenomenon, we say that it is simpler than they are. In fact, the very essence of causal understanding
consists of reducing complexity to simplicity, and showing how simplicity leads to complexity. Albert Ein-
stein [11]eloquently wrote:
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The basic concepts and laws which are not logically further reducible constitute the indispens-
able and not rationally deducible part of the theory. It can scarcely be denied that the supreme
goal of all theory is to make the irreducible basic elements as simple and as few as possible without
having to surrender the adequate representation of a single datum of experience.

Just like there is simplicity and complexity in the objects and structures of the universe, the same concepts
are true regarding the forces in the universe. For instance, Newton’s theory of gravitation unified the cause
of motion on earth with the cause of motion in the heavens, showing how they were both caused by the same
underlying force called the law of gravity. In this sense, Newtonian gravitation simplified our understanding
of the basic forces in the universe. Instead of the heavens and earth being two entirely different domains with
totally different forces (a more complex universe), they were now seen to be two instances of one simpler
force.
Similarly, Maxwell’s four famous equations showed that the two apparently different phenomenon of electricity
and magnetism were in fact two expressions of one simpler [12]electromagnetic force. In fact, light also
becomes unified as an electromagnetic wave under this simple framework. This theory greatly simplifies our
understanding of the universe by reducing apparently different phenomenon (electricity, magnetism, light,
etc.) to simpler principles. The search for a [13]unified theory of everything is an attempt to further this
pursuit and to unify all forces in nature as different expressions of one simple force.
A more familiar example from biology involves the complex phenomenon of life. The theory of evolution
explains the many, varied, complex forms of life based upon a simple theory involving a replicator (DNA),
mutations, natural selection, and a long time.
The discovery of One Simple Existence as the ultimate explanation for the great complexity we observe in
the universe was made by the greatest philosopher of science, [14]Abraham, approximately 3800 years ago.
Abraham’s concept is that the reduction of complex causes to simplicity ends at a fundamentally Simple
Cause. This Simple Existence is not reducible to anything more basic or fundamental. Abraham identified
this Absolutely Simple Necessary Existence as the God of the universe. (We will explain what we mean by
’Necessary’ in the next post.)
In order to gain insight into Abraham’s conception of God, and what we can and can not know about Him,
consider the following. When analyzing existences in the universe, we can usually proceed in two opposite
directions. We can analyze their simpler components, or we can see what complexity emerges from them. For
example, cells can be understood as an special arrangement of simpler existences like electrons and quarks.
On the other hand, cells can also be understood as relatively simple existences that, when properly ordered,
give rise to a human brain.
When we come to the fundamental existences in the universe, however, scientific understanding only proceeds
in one direction. For example, we can study what emerges from fundamental particles, but we can not reduce
fundamental particles to a simpler physical entity as they have no substructure or parts. It is because of this
irreducibility that they do not lend themselves to the same type of simpler explanation as everything else in
the universe that is comprised of them.
The purpose of these various scientific examples is to show how we are analogously using the word ’simple’
when saying that Abraham’s God is Absolutely Simple. However, this One Simple Existence is not a physical
existence, but is rather entirely unique and different from all other existences. God is simple in an absolute
sense (He has no complexity whatsoever), while all other existences are only simple in a specific limited sense,
but partake of complexity in other regards. (See the first comment below for an elaboration on the limitation
of the simplicity of a fundamental particle. Similar analyses, some found in later comments, exhibit the
limitation of the simplicity of all existences other than Abraham’s God. For this post in particular, reading
the comments will be very helpful to fully understand the idea.)
Abraham’s concept of One Simple God of the universe can only be understood by the complexity He causes.
We can only understand Him by studying what results from Him. We can study the universe He created and
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see that it is beautiful, ordered, complex, structured, etc. We see a marvelous chain of existences that this
Simple Existence has created, and we therefore say that this One Simple God is Intelligent. Thus, Intelligence
is not fundamentally a simpler definition of His Essence, but is rather knowledge about that which results
from His actions (the universe).
We can not logically explain Abraham’s God in terms of simpler existences. We can not understand Him
like we can understand everything else in the universe, because He is the Simplest Existence. We can not
compare Him to something with complexity, because He is different than a complex being. He does not have
components or accidents in addition to His Essence. He is absolutely simply.
Abraham’s God is a formulation of the Intelligent Designer of the universe that allows us to make sense of
everything else that exists in the universe; but the other existences and concepts can not be used to explain
Him. Abraham’s God set the initial conditions of the big bang in a way that incredible order and complexity
naturally emerged as the universe evolved. Abraham’s God fine tuned the fundamental constants of nature
(the numbers that define the quantities of the fundamental particles and fundamental forces) in a way that
all the beautiful and wondrously complex structures emerge from the utmost simplicity.
Who is the Intelligent Designer of the universe?
The God of Abraham. One Simple Necessary Existence.
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1.3.7 God vs The Multiverse (Part 19: Necessary Existence) (2012-08-22 15:51)

In this post, we will answer two age-old questions by showing that they are based upon premises which do not
apply to Abraham’s formulation of God as a Necessary Existence. We will show that a proper understanding
of the concept of Necessary Existence undermines these questions.
1) Who caused God?
2) If God has no cause, then why does He even exist?
When studying the physical universe, we can causally trace back all the [1]physical events we observe in
space and time to prior physical events that caused them. Ultimately, this chain of causation leads to the
first physical event that began space and time, the first moment of the big bang. This first physical event,
like every physical event in space and time, must have a cause.
It is [2]logically impossible to only have an infinite chain of beings that are contingent on other contingent
beings. At some point in the chain of causation, we must arrive at a cause which itself has no prior cause. We
call this first nonphysical cause a Necessary Existence because Its Existence is not contingent on any prior
cause, in contrast to all other physical existences (including the first physical event in space-time) which are
ultimately dependent on this Necessary Existence for their existence. (See the first comment below, where
we explain how this same reasoning applies to a model of an eternal universe with an infinite sequence of
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events in space-time.)
There is a qualitative [3]ontological difference between Necessary Existence (where Existence is essential)
and a contingent existence (where existence is accidental), and every model of reality must have at least
one necessary existence. For some multiverse scientists, the necessary existences are a group of nonphysical,
eternal, unintelligent equations (in conjunction with an eternal random number generator). [4]Stephen
Hawking writes at at the end of his article [5]Why God Did Not Create the Universe:

”As recent advances in cosmology suggest, the laws of gravity and quantum theory allow
universes to appear spontaneously from nothing. Spontaneous creation is the reason there is
something rather than nothing, why the universe exists, why we exist. It is not necessary to
invoke God to light the blue touch paper and set the universe going.”

For Hawking, this ”nothing” is not truly nothing, but rather means nothing physical in space and time, (nothing
which we call ’the universe’). The laws of gravity and quantum theory are nonphysical somethings which
have necessary existence in this theory, and ”allow universes to appear spontaneously from nothing”. If we
would ask Hawking who created these laws, presumably he would say that they have necessary existence and
therefore have no prior cause. The problem with these necessary existences is that they do not satisfactorily
explain the universe and its fine tuning (see [6]posts 2,3, and 4 for more details).
For Abraham, God is the One Simple Necessary Existence who intelligently designed the universe that He
created from nothing. The causal chain of contingent existences is ultimately dependent on God, who is a
Necessary Existence that is independent of anything else.
With this in mind, we can answer the question of ”Who caused God?” by undermining the very premise of the
question. The question is only legitimate regarding contingent existences (beings that have a cause for their
existence), but makes no sense with regards to a Necessary Existence (which has no cause for its Existence).
The premise of the question assumes that the term ’God’ represents a created contingent being, just like all
other things in the chain of causation. However, since God is that which Necessarily Exists and starts off the
chain, it makes no sense to ask ”Who created God?”
We can answer the related question of ”Why does God exist?” in a similar manner. The question of why
something exists, also presumes that this something is a contingent existence; since its existence is accidental,
it could exist or it could not exist. It is then sensible to ask, why it exists rather than not exist. However,
with regards to a Necessary Existence, a Being who Existence is essential, we can no longer ask why It exists,
because there are not two possibilities for Its Existence.
The situation would be analogous to asking ”Why is a circle round?”. This is not a legitimate question. We
can ask why a particular lake is round, because the accident of roundness is not the essence of a lake, but is
rather a quality of a particular lake. We can therefore ask why the accident of roundness is present in this
particular lake. When it comes to the concept of a circle, however, roundness is part of the very essence of
the concept of circle. If it were not round, it would not be a circle, but rather some other shape. It therefore
makes no sense to ask why a circle is round.
This is an important point to understand. It does not make sense to seek a [7]teleological explanation for
something that has no prior cause. It only makes sense to ask ”why something exists”, if that something
was caused by an intelligent agent who acts with a purpose. Likewise, if something admits of a teleological
explanation, it has a prior cause of an intelligent agent. This is the [8]basic reason why it no longer made any
sense at all to say that the constants were necessary existences, after modern science discovered that they
were fine tuned and therefore had a teleological explanation.
The idea of the God of Abraham is the One Simple Necessary Existence which is responsible for all other
contingent existences. Therefore, there is simply no sensible meaning to the questions of ”Who created God?”
or ”Why does God exist?”.
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1.3.8 God vs The Multiverse (Part 20: Monotheism) (2012-08-26 14:46)

The following [1]video is the first part of a discussion between two of the most prominent atheistic scientists,
[2]Richard Dawkins and [3]Steven Weinberg. (Their questions against God start at about the 6:30 mark.) In
this post, we will address Dawkins’ question of ”Who designed the complex intelligent designer?”. This same
argument was made by the philosopher and skeptic [4]David Hume in his [5]questions on the argument from
design.
We will also address Weinberg’s question of ”Why is God this way rather than some other way?”. Meaning,
if we infer an Intelligent Designer and have a specific meaning of the word ’God’, we are still left with
the mystery of explaining why a different formulation of God is not a satisfactory explanation for the fine
tuning and order in the universe. What have we even gained by saying ’God’, when God Himself needs an
explanation for why He is the way He is?! (In the next post, we will address Weinberg’s other objection that
the term ’God’ is an empty concept with no meaning.)

[EMBED]

Dawkins’ main attack against the explanation of an Intelligent Designer is that ’God’ is no explanation at all,
for it merely pushes the question back to who designed the designer. Now, we have to explain God, so the
explanation hasn’t really helped. Dawkins says that God would have to be a highly complex entity in order
to do the things we are saying He does, like ordaining the laws of physics, setting the constants just right,
and ordering the initial conditions of the big bang.
The underling flaw with this question lies in a [6]straw man notion of God as some super complex intelligence
(a plurality having many interconnected parts). You almost get the feeling that Dawkins is imagining a really
huge brain or an über computer. He is makes a [7]category mistake by comparing human intelligence which
is rooted in a complex physical brain (or alternatively for [8]simulation hypothesis lovers, a super duper
complex computer) that exists as a part of the physical universe in space-time, to the One Simple Necessary
Existence which created the universe itself, and Exists separately from space-time.
Abraham’s concept of One Simple God is an entirely different idea than a highly complex entity. God has no
complexity that needs to be designed; no parts that need to be ordered; no quantities that need to be fine
tuned. Abraham’s God is not a fine tuned quantitative [9]equation with ordered parts related by an equals
sign. Abraham’s God is Absolutely Simple.
Abraham’s great discovery was that from the utmost simplicity comes the greatest complexity. From the
Absolutely Simple Necessary Existence comes a complex universe with many parts and quantities that are
subject to design, order, and fine tuning. There is no sense in applying those terms (design, order, and fine
tuning) to a Simple Existence with no complexity, parts, or quantities.
In fact, this very question of who designed the complex designer leads directly to the conclusion that God is
Absolutely Simple. If we were to posit a complex and ordered designer to explain the many complex and
ordered existences that we observe, we would surely be committing a logical fallacy. Since [10]we maintain
that ordered complexity demands a simpler explanation that designed it, then we would have to logically
maintain that something even simpler must have designed any complex and ordered designer (like a big
brain). This regress can not go on ad infinitum, and can only logically terminate in One Simple Necessary
Existence with no complexity whatsoever. Only with this conception of God does it become meaningless to
ask further, ”Who designed the Designer?”.
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This conception of an Absolutely Simple Necessary Existence directly leads to Abraham’s conclusion of
monotheism, that there is only one Absolutely Simple God. It is impossible that there should be two beings
whose essences are absolutely simple necessary existence. The reasoning for this is as follows: Either these
two gods are perfectly identical with each other, or there is something in at least one god that differentiates
it from the other god.
If there was nothing that distinguished the two gods, then there is no sense in saying they are two, just like
it makes no sense to say there are two identical laws of gravity. If two things are perfectly identical, with
nothing to distinguish them (shape, color, space, time, etc.), then they are not two things, but are rather one
and the same thing.
If one of the gods (god A) would have some accident (in addition to their shared common essence of absolute
simplicity) that differentiated it from the other god (god B), then god A would be complex as it has two parts
(the common essence that they both share, and the additional accident that distinguishes the two beings).
god A would not be an Absolutely Simple Necessary Existence, and we are then left with only one God whose
essence is Absolutely Simple Necessary Existence.
This also answers Weinberg’s question of ”Why is God this way rather than some other way?”. There are not
two logical ways that One Simple Necessary Existence can be. That question only makes sense if a god has
any complexity whatsoever (Dawkins’ god). Then we could ask why he couldn’t be ordered in a different way.
If god had some quantities, then we could ask why his number couldn’t be different. However, this question
is senseless in reference to the God of Abraham.
The main concept of Abraham’s discovery of monotheism is that God is simple in the negative sense; that
He has no parts or complexity whatsoever. Therefore, there can only be One Simple God. The idea of One
is also most clearly comprehended is a negative sense: The God of Abraham is not two, nor is He infinite.
Abraham’s God is Real, but His Reality is qualitatively different from every other being whose existence is
contingent on Him.
The core idea of monotheism is that there is One Simple Necessary Existence which causes all the ordered
complexity in the universe. One means not two. Simple means not complex. Necessary means not contingent.
Existence means not a figment of our imagination (like other false gods who are not real, but are mere
products of human fantasy).
Any other belief system which maintains that there is only one complex god (i.e, the sun, a transhuman,
or any other physical entity) is not truly monotheistic. It can be more properly described as a polytheistic
belief system, whose number of complex gods happens to be one. True monotheism is not merely about the
number of gods, but is rather Abraham’s unique concept of a Unique God: One Simple Necessary Existence.
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1.3.9 God vs The Multiverse (Part 21: On Knowing God) (2012-08-29 15:03)

Steven Weinberg asks a very direct question (which we took the liberty of expanding upon). What does the
word ’God’ even mean? It merely signifies an empty mysterious Being, which does not explain how order,
complexity, and fine tuning come from this Being. The word has no value as essentially it represents a big
question mark. We still have no concept of why there is order and complexity, and we intrinsically can never
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know!
A further question that can be raised on our explanation of fine tuning is as follows: How could the God of
Abraham (One Simple Necessary Existence) possibly be the Intelligent Designer of the universe? Doesn’t
saying that God is Intelligent, necessarily imply complexity in His Absolutely Simple Essence? Calling an
Absolutely Simple Existence ”Intelligent” is nothing other that a contradiction of terms! You might as well
say square-circle, and admit to believing in that which is absurd!
We think that these [1]epistemological questions get right at the most abstract part of these posts. The
solution to these questions can be apprehended by understanding the important role that fundamentals play
in [2]scientific models. It is essential to understand how the human mind builds models of reality, and the
intrinsic limitations that this imposes upon our ability to comprehend all that is real.
The basic answer to these questions is that ’intelligence’ is a description of that which God produced; namely,
the universe. It is not a component of His Absolutely Simple Essence, as that would indeed imply complexity
in that which is Absolutely Simple, which is an absurd idea. That which is Absolutely Simple can not be
understood it terms of anything simpler. This answer is easy to say, but hard to grasp, and we will spend the
rest of the post trying to elucidate this critical concept.
Once again, we are going to work with the scientific example of the previous posts to help illustrate the concept
of fundamental and the intrinsic limitations of understanding that which is fundamental. The important
idea is not the particulars of the science, but rather to grasp the role that fundamentals play in human
understanding. We want to reiterate that we are NOT saying that God is the most fundamental particle, or
that God’s Absolute Simplicity is to be equated with the limited simplicity of fundamental particles. (See
post 18 and its comments for more details on this important point.)
Modern science has been very successful at reducing the complex objects and events in the universe to a
few fundamental particles that interact with one another. An [3]electron is one of the fundamental particles,
which means that as far as we know, it can not be understood in terms of anything more basic. Consequently,
we can not comprehend the essence of an electron. (Again, if string theory is true, a similar line of reasoning
will apply for a fundamental string.)
However, we can understand an electron by studying how it acts. We know that it interacts with fundamental
particles called [4]photons, so we say it has an intrinsic property called ’[5]charge’. All ’charge’ really means
is that an electron interacts with photons. We do not know what about the electron causes this, because an
electron is not made out of anything simpler that would enable us to understand how it does this. That is
why science calls the electron a [6]fundamental particle.
Additionally, we do not even understand the nature of the interaction between two electrons repelling each
other. According to the incredibly successful theory of [7]QED, each electron absorbs or emits [8]virtual
messenger photons in this interaction. Despite this description, we have no real understanding about this
fundamental interaction. An electron has no internal structure, so what does it even mean for an electron
to absorb a photon? How does it do that? Where does it ”put” the photon? We can not answer these
questions, because science can not reduce this interaction to any simpler explanation. Science therefore calls
it a [9]fundamental interaction.
While the action of ”pushing” is usually accomplished by a complex object (like a person or a machine) via
the expansion and contraction of its various parts, in the case of an electron this same action is accomplished
by a fundamental entity. However, we can not explain how one electron ”pushes” another electron (as we can
by the person or the machine), except by saying they exchange virtual photons.
QED models the actions of an electron; it does not model the essence of an electron or explain how a simple
electron does what it does. We simply do not understand how electrons absorb and emit virtual photons;
they just do, and that is what causes the two electrons to push each other away. The one thing we do know
is that it is not by flexing their little complex electron muscles.
Just because we can not further understand the essence of electrons, photons, and their fundamental
interactions, does not mean that QED explains nothing about the universe. The exact opposite is true. Once
we accept these few simple [10]first principles of QED, we are able (in theory) to understand all complex
phenomenon which only involve electrons, photons, and their interaction (such as chemistry and biology).
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Thus, scientists do not know what an electron actually is or what about an electron causes its action. However,
they are satisfied to posit its existence, describe its actions, and see how complexity results from these simple
fundamental principles. They realize that this is the most that one can possibly know about something which
is truly fundamental.
The questions of ”What is a fundamental particle really?” and ”How does something so simple do what it
does?”, bothers the layperson very much. The layman may challenge the scientist by claiming that he is
being illogical. The action of ”pushing” can only be accomplished by a complex object via the expansion and
contraction of its various parts. How can an irreducible fundamental particle push anything? Which part of
it does the pushing? Just to say that ”it pushes” is illogical! We may as well posit a square-circle!
It is clear that this objection is based upon the layman’s frustration and lack of experience with the study of
fundamentals. There is a major difference between something which is a logical contradiction (square-circle),
and something which a person can not truly model because of its fundamental nature. There is nothing
illogical about the action of a simple object. However, since humans understand things by reducing them to
their simpler components, there is an intrinsic limitation on our ability to explain the simplest existences.
They can not be modeled in the same way we model everything else that is complex, and their actions must
be accepted as first principles.
When scientists say that an electron absorbs and emits a photon, they do not actually mean it absorbs it.
Taken literally, this implies parts and complexity which would contradict the definition of an electron as a
fundamental particle. Rather, it is a descriptive model for the action of an electron. In order to describe
fundamental particles at all, we have no choice but to use language that is in truth inapplicable, but conveys
some sense to listener.
Despite the limitations of language for describing the model, we use it so we can have some working
understanding of the action of an electron. There is nothing illogical about this, but is rather something
forced upon science when it tries to adapt language and concepts, that were derived from the complex world
of human experience, to a new realm of fundamental physics. As the great quantum physicists, [11]Niels
Bohr and [12]Werner Heisenberg, repeatedly said: Fundamental physics has no choice but to speak in the
language of the common man. We advise the reader to pause and think this abstract point through.
Based upon these considerations regarding fundamental existences, we can answer Weinberg’s question. The
knowledge that we can have of the God of Abraham is the only type of knowledge that is logically possible
of something fundamental: knowledge of the complexity that results from His actions, but not a simpler
understanding of His Essence. It is logically impossible to explain the Essence of that which is Ultimately
Fundamental with something else.
It is senseless to ask to comprehend God’s Essence by reduction to greater simplicity, and thereby understand
how intelligent actions result from God’s Absolutely Simple Essence. This would be analogous to asking to
understand what fundamental particles are made of, and how they produce fundamental interactions in terms
of something simpler. If they could be reduced to something simpler, they would no longer be fundamental.
God does actions which are similar to those done by complex entities. This does not imply that these
actions can only be accomplished by complex entities. When done by God, however, we can not go
any further than saying that He does the actions that produce specific results. We can not explain how
He does it by providing a model, but we nevertheless do not deny our observation that the universe is
designed and ordered (and thereby posit an infinite chaotic multiverse). We recognize that the actions of an
Absolutely Simple Necessary Existence are fundamentally different from those of a complex existence, and
we can understand why they can not be understood in terms of anything simpler.
While it is true that we do not know anything further about the Essence of the One Simple Necessarily
Existence, we do know something about the universe He caused. The proof from the fine tuning tells
us something about the universe; that the laws, constants and initial conditions of the universe have a
[13]teleological explanation and are not the result of random chance. Once we know this about the universe,
we know that the Cause of the universe is intelligent as opposed to unintelligent.
The statement that the One Simple Necessary Existence is intelligent, is not positive knowledge of God’s
Essence; it is knowledge of the product of His actions. It is based upon our scientific understanding of
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the universe that He caused. If, after studying the universe, we came to the conclusion that it was full of
infinite chaotic nonsense, we would say the god who made that universe was stupid. In fact, the gods of
the multiverse are very stupid and unintelligent gods. The difference between saying that the One God of
Abraham is intelligent, and the gods of the multiverse are stupid, is entirely based upon the fact that the one
universe we observe is ordered and fine tuned.
All positive terms that we attribute to the God of Abraham, such as alive, intelligent, and powerful, are
used to describe His actions. Dead gods do not create universes. Stupid gods make multiverses. Impotent
gods create about as much as dead gods, which is to say, nothing at all. We have no recourse when speaking
about the One Fundamental Existence, other than to use the language of the common man. All the positive
characteristics we attribute to the One Simple Necessary Existence are always descriptions of the complex
products of His actions; or if you prefer, descriptions about the complex universe, which is identical with His
actions.
Abraham’s discovery was that ultimately, there must be an Absolutely Simple Existence which we can know
only in terms of His actions and the complexity that is produced by His Simple Essence. Abraham’s God
is the One Simple Necessary Existence which explains the ordered complex universe He caused, but whose
Essence can not logically be reduced and further comprehended in terms of anything simpler.
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1.4 September

1.4.1 God vs the multiverse (Part 22: Reality vs the fantasy) (2012-09-02 15:29)

We now come to the following question that may be bothering you: Is the idea of Abraham’s God satisfying to
a person? The basic answer is yes and no. On an intellectual level, yes. On an emotional level, no. If someone
were to posit a complex god with parts, and then defend the idea by saying, ”You are not allowed to ask
questions; you just can’t understand god.”, we would be right to object that there is no rational justification
for this [1]taboo of thought. If something is complex, then its essence is susceptible to being comprehended
through a deeper understanding of its simpler parts. This thought taboo is obviously an evasive maneuver
that attempts to avoid the fact that a complex model of god is fatally flawed in an intellectually unsatisfying
manner. We think it is clear why this criticism does not apply to the God of Abraham. The fact that you
can not understand God on a deeper level, is due to the fact that He is Absolutely Simple and therefore
irreducible. You can know that He Exists and you can study what results from His actions, but you cannot
know Him like you know complex entities. This is not a thought taboo because you can comprehend why you
can not understand the Essence of an Absolutely Simple Existence through anything simpler. However, on
an emotional level the God of Abraham is not the god that people desire. Throughout history, people have
craved gods and invented gods to satisfy their primitive fantasies and quell their primal fears. A person looks
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for meaning and protection in this scary world. A person yearns for the love and security that his parents
provided him as a youth. When primitive man sees that reality does not adequately provide him with these
needs, he creates imaginary gods in an attempt to satisfy these infantile longings. What kinds of gods does
primitive man create? gods of his fantasy. Many gods. Physical gods. gods he can see. gods he can identify
with. gods that have parts. gods that are complex. gods with big brains. gods he can understand like he
understands ordinary objects. In short, gods that are only real to his emotions, because these are the gods
that satisfy his infantile wishes. What kind of God is primitive man not interested in? The God of Reality.
One God. A Simple God. A nonphysical God. A God which he can not visualize. A God with no parts. A
God which he can not reduce to anything simpler. One Simple Necessary Existence. The God of Abraham
does not correspond to the god of primitive man’s infantile fantasies. However, it should be clear that this is
not a rational reason for rejecting the God of Abraham. We can study the awesome intelligence manifest
in the universe, and determine that it has an Intelligent Designer. When we logically develop a satisfactory
idea for this Designer, we arrive at the God of Abraham. While there is no doubt that the idea of God is
unsatisfying to someone’s base emotions, a person is able to rise above their primitive fantasies and freely
choose to believe in a true idea of God; an idea of God which is supported by the mind. A Real God. While
the faith in false gods temporarily satisfies a person’s emotions, it ultimately leads to a conflicted life that is
founded on contradictions and falsehoods. A person can not shut out their mind’s voice that screams ”this is
absurd”. In contrast, the life of one who has conviction in the True God is real and harmonious. A person
has to use their rational mind to freely evaluate what is true, in order to lead a real life. Our answer to
scientists’ question of post 15 ”[2]Are We Real?” is: We are real because our God, the God of Abraham, is
Real. We agree with atheistic scientists that all other ideas of gods are false and imaginary, and should be
abandoned as wishful thinking. However, in their war against gods of fantasy, they have failed to realize that
there is a one real idea of God which is supported by a real investigation into the one real universe. They
have failed to realize that all the questions which they ask against the gods of fantasy do not apply to the
God of Reality. (See the first comment for an expansion on this theme.) We do not mean to imply that the
God of Abraham is emotionally unsatisfying to an emotionally mature individual. The opposite is true. The
genuine recognition of the God of Abraham can have powerful and beneficial emotional consequences. The
recognition of the One Source for all the great wisdom and ordered complexity in the universe is awe-inspiring.
It creates a strong emotional pull that motivates one to try to understand as much as humanly possible about
the Creator of the universe and His actions. We will try to develop a deeper understanding of His complex
actions in the next few posts.For a mature individual, this emotional experience can only be described as a
powerful love for God. We are presented with a free choice between the truth as presented by our minds, and
the lies that our emotions desire. We are presented with a free choice between the God of Reality and the
gods of fantasy. Choose well. [3]Click here to continue to Stage 3b.
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1.4.2 God vs The Multiverse (Part 23: The God of Modern Science) (2012-09-05 15:57)

The [1]greatest scientists throughout the ages have been amazed and humbled by the great wisdom manifest
in the universe. They sensed that as much knowledge of the universe as we attain through our scientific
endeavors, we are only scratching the surface of the great wisdom inherent in God’s universe. This deep
appreciation is only possible insofar as a person has scientific knowledge, and can thereby appreciate its
magnificence. The appreciation is proportional to one’s knowledge.

Despite the fact that we are not great scientists, we feel that through the ideas developed in these posts, we
can all have an appreciation at our own level of the great wisdom manifest in God’s universe. We think it is
worthwhile to pause and reflect upon God’s awesome intelligence (in the sense of [2]post 21) which has been
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revealed through modern science’s discovery of incredible fine tuning in the universe. We use the term ’The
God of Modern Science’ to refer to the God of Abraham from the perspective of the insight which modern
science provides about the wisdom manifest in His Creation.
In discussing the God of Modern Science, we will explain how the concepts of infinite power and infinite
intelligence can be applied to God as describing His actions, not His Essence. The One Simple God of
Abraham is not infinite. To call the Essence of the One Simple Necessary Existence infinite, seems to us to
be a contradiction in terms. Infinite implies a limitless extension or complexity, which is exactly contrary to
the very Essence of the God of Abraham. One Simple Existence is not infinite.
It is possible that someone could mean by the term ’infinite’ as predicated of God’s Essence, that God’s
Existence is separate, removed, and qualitatively different from the finite physical universe of space-time
and matter. We have no objection to infinite being used in this sense (and we most certainly agree with the
concept), so long as it is clear that it is only being used in this sense. However, it seems to us that calling
God’s Essence ’infinite’ often times conveys a serious misunderstanding about the God of Abraham, and it is
for that reason that we do not use it.

However, we think there is a sense to describing theGod of Abraham’s creative actions as manifesting infinite
power and infinite intelligence. We are using the term ’infinite’ in a negative sense of without limit, not in a
positive sense of an actual infinity.
We can see God’s infinite power from fact that He caused the big bang. In that first moment of creation, the
God of Modern Science created all the space, time, and energy in the universe from absolute nothing. If God
can create something from nothing, there is no limitation on how much He can create.

There is an even deeper concept which emerges from the more abstract realization that God created something
from nothing. This realization helps a person see the infinite creative intelligence manifest in the creation.
In order to explain what we mean by ’infinite intelligence’, we first need a clear understanding of how we’re
using the word ’intelligence’.
The word ’intelligent’ derives its meaning from the Latin verb ’[3]inter-legere’ which means to ”pick out”, and
it is in this sense of the term that we are analogously referring when we say the ’intelligence’ of the God
of Modern Science. The fundamental laws of nature, general relativity and quantum mechanics, had to be
”picked” by God. The constants of nature also had to be ”picked” by God. Finally, the initial conditions of
the big bang had to be ”picked” by God. These three things were all created in a highly unique way, by the
God of Modern Science, for the [4]purpose of producing the special universe we have discussed throughout
the proof.

A person should be astounded when they ponder the intellectual feat of creating simple, [5]symmetrical,
elegant laws that result in the beautifully complex and diverse universe only in conjunction with very special
constants and only when applied to highly ordered initial conditions. How can God ”know” that these laws
are even capable of yielding an ordered universe, without already knowing the right constants and initial
conditions!? And certainly, the idea of selecting numbers and initial conditions before choosing laws is
impossible to fathom!

There is a very subtle point here about the phenomenon of the God of Modern Science creating ’something
from nothing.’ It is not merely creating physical energy (matter) from nothing, but also the laws, constants,
and initial conditions from total nothingness. A deep astonishment arises from the recognition that there was
no conceptual framework or constraints to guide the selection of either the laws or the constants or the initial
conditions; coupled with the recognition that only the right combination of all three yields a meaningful
universe.

At the risk of repetition, let us clarify this amazing point. Many scientists are enamored by the beauty and
simplicity found in the fundamental laws of nature. However, if one would consider these qualitative laws
without the very specially chosen quantitative constants or without the very special initial conditions, the
laws would be totally sterile. They would produce total chaos. What makes these simple laws meaningful in
the first place is the highly fine tuned constants and the specially ordered initial conditions. What makes the
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initial conditions capable of yielding our universe is the specially chosen laws and constants. God ”picked” the
perfect combination of laws, constants and initial conditions which all only produce something meaningful in
combination with one another.
Given this sense of the term ’intelligence’ applied to God, we can explain why we describe it as ’infinite
intelligence’. There is a fundamental difference between the finite intelligence of a human being who selects
specific possibilities to give rise to his ordered creations, and the infinite intelligence revealed by the God
of Modern Science’s selection of the laws, constants, and initial conditions. Man’s creative intelligence is
limited to choosing from a prior existing framework of possibilities that guide and constrain his choices. This
framework is defined by the very laws of nature, constants, and low entropy universe that man exists within.
As such, man’s creativity is limited to creating something from something, and can thereby be described as
finite.
When we say that the God of Modern Science selected laws and constants, it is in a totally different manner.
God did not select from a prior set of possibilities, but rather created from absolutely nothing. The God of
Modern Science had conceptually nothing to work with, nothing to constrain and direct His choice. Out of
the infinite and undefined sea of possibilities (we have no better way of describing absolute nothingness), God
freely picked these equations, freely picked out the constants, and freely created the energy in an incredibly
organized way.
In virtue of this distinction we analogously call God’s actions ’infinitely intelligent’, in contrast to the finite
intelligence of human beings. Infinite power, infinite intelligence, and infinite creativity are manifest in the
process of going from absolute nothing to the final result of our one beautiful universe. Truly awesome!

1. http://www.blogoshiur.com/2012/08/god-vs-multiverse-part-16-scientific.html

2. http://www.blogoshiur.com/2012/08/god-vs-multiverse-part-21-on-knowing-god.html

3. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intelligence#History_of_the_term

4. http://www.blogoshiur.com/2012/06/god-vs-multiverse-part-3-strong.html

5. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conservation_laws

1.4.3 God vs The Multiverse (Part 24: King of the Universe) (2012-09-09 18:37)

Abraham was the first person to call God by the name ’Master’. It is on account of the idea behind this
name that we call the God of Abraham the ’King of the Universe’. (See first comment for some sources that
elaborate on this idea and other ideas in this post.) We would like to explain, to the best of our abilities, the
idea behind the term ’King of the Universe’, and discuss some of its consequences.
The key concept in this post is that the idea of King of the Universe is not dependent upon God’s Providence
(as is normally assumed, and which we are not proving in these posts), but naturally emerges from a proper
idea of the God of Abraham. In order to develop this point, we will analogously consider the good human
king (or any other form of government) and his role towards his nation.
The king takes many separate individuals, who would otherwise live in a state of social chaos (as barbarians),
and unifies them into one ordered society which is capable of developing a hierarchy of complex social
structures (i.e., cities, nation-states, [1]multinational-states, etc). To accomplish this goal, the king designs
just laws and enforces these laws to ensure that they are not regularly violated.
If an individual who lives in the king’s society were to ask why he can not violate these laws, we would tell
him that the very fact that he has a good life in a safe society is because of the existence and force of these
just laws. To violate the laws which are the basis of one’s state of existence is a contradictory position, as it
undermines the very premise of one’s own existence.
In fact, in order for the society of individuals to continue to exist, the king must punish those individuals or
groups who rebel against his just laws. When these acts of justice are properly executed (that of legislating
just laws and enforcing them), they result in every individual obeying the king’s laws, and thereby bring
about the good for society as a whole. Hence, the king’s acts of justice produce order and peace throughout
his kingdom.
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It is in this sense that we say that the God of Abraham is the King of the Universe. As we have seen in the
previous posts, all that exists in the universe is contingent upon His Necessary Existence. He fine tuned the
universe in a way which gives it complex structure and order, as opposed to chaos and disorder. His good
laws of nature, which strictly govern all physical space-time events, are what produce the magnificent cosmic
evolution of an ordered and stable universe.
Since this order and stability is based upon His actions alone, it is appropriate to describe Him as King of
the Universe. We are not speaking about God’s justice to human beings in particular, but are only drawing
an analogy with regards to the general laws of nature and the universe as a whole. We analogously describe
God’s actions as just and harmonious because they result in an ordered and stable universe. It is only
an analogy for the following reason: since nature has no free will, it perfectly obeys the laws and thereby
produces perfect order and stability; on the other hand, a human king rules over human beings who have free
will, and therefore the human king’s acts of justice only result in imperfect order and harmony.
The King of the Universe provides order and structure to our universe through the good laws which He
designed. Our existence is premised upon all of His creations acting in line with their nature within this
design; electrons act as they were designed, stars act as they were designed, plants act as they were designed,
etc. Of course, this is something we have always observed to be the case in the past, and we firmly believe
will continue to be true in the future. Nature always obeys the King of the Universe’s laws. The natural
world appears to us to be a very faithful subject to the King.
Human beings have the internal subjective perception (which we accept as being true) of having free choice
in how to live our lives, and are therefore naturally presented with the question of ”How should we live?”
If we could know man’s design (i.e., his place in God’s design of the universe), then we should live in line
with it. Why? Man’s existence in this universe is dependent upon all the creations acting as designed by
the King of the Universe. To rebel against the King of the Universe would undermine the very premise of
one’s own existence. Man has no rational justification for arbitrarily selecting himself out as the one special
creature which does not obey its design. The question then becomes if and how we can determine man’s
place in God’s design and thereby decide how man should live. For starters, we must question the premise.
Does man have any place in the design? Who said that man is important? Our answer for this is that we
do not need to show that man is the essence of God’s design. All we need to know is that man is at least a
small part of God’s design in the universe; that man is not entirely an accidental byproduct in God’s plan to
design an ordered, structured, complex universe.
Although we can not prove that this is definitely the case, it would seem to us that the burden of proof would
be on someone claiming that man is a mere byproduct. Man is certainly a uniquely complex creation. As far
as we are aware, he is the only intelligent being which is capable of perceiving, even on a small scale, the
awesome intelligent design manifest throughout the universe. As far as we know, he is the only self-aware
being capable of the abstract self-reflection that it is a creation of the God of the Universe.
It would therefore seem intuitively reasonable that man is at least a small part in God’s grand design for the
complex universe. This does not mean that man has special cosmic importance and significance. Far from it.
Rather, it means that man is a small part of a significant whole, and as such, has no less significance than
any other part of the universe that we currently know about. Each component of the universe must faithfully
fulfill its part, in order for the grand design of the universe as a whole to emerge. If so, how can we determine
what man was designed for and thereby how man should live? It would seem that the basic approach to
answering this question (short of God revealing it to us) is to study man’s nature and define what a human
being is. Upon a little reflection, it seems that a human being is an intelligent form of life. On the one hand,
a human body’s [2]morphology is clearly part of the animal kingdom like all other animals on earth. On the
other hand, man has a unique intelligence that enables him to perceive a rational world of abstract ideas and
live according to them. It would therefore seem that for man to live in line with the way he was designed, he
should live an intelligent life. Although this does not immediately indicate any particular actions, it opens
up the door for developing a well-grounded moral philosophy which is built upon a rational foundation.
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Another related consequence of the recognition of the King of the Universe is that a rational person should
accept upon himself God’s authority to rule. What does this mean? It means that if God were to give him a
command, he would follow it. Again, the basis for this is the argument given above. Man’s very existence
is only possible in the framework of God’s cosmic design and order. To benefit from the order provided by
God’s laws of the universe, and then exclude one’s self from following God’s decrees is self-contradictory. It
is the same logical problem as in the case of the rebel against the human king.
Even if a person is not currently aware whether God has or has not commanded anything, his attitude should
be one of already accepting the authority of the King, if the King would give him a command. Additionally,
it would seem to be a very worthwhile pursuit to seek out evidence related to the significant question of
whether God has done so. This is the proper attitude for a subject whose existence is dependent upon the
laws of the King.

A higher ordered, social consequence of all rational individuals accepting the reign of One King, stems from
the realization that He is One King over the entire universe, and specifically over all humans. He is not
merely the King over one particular group or nation. To relegate His sovereignty to one chosen people is
preposterous in the face of His reign over the entire universe.
It seems to us, that complete worldwide acknowledgement of the King of the Universe would be beneficial
for all of humanity. In fact, the acceptance of the reign of the King of the Universe can be a uniting and
harmonizing force for all of mankind. It is a force that can organize human society into higher levels of
complex structures, through providing a common universal ideal and purpose. Just like a city only exists
when there is a mayor (or any city government), and a state only exists when there is a king (or any state
government), so too the nations of the world can only be justly and harmoniously united into a greater social
entity when there is One King over them all.
It is not possible for us to fully work through all the implications of these deep philosophical concepts. We
hope these ideas can serve as a starting point for each reader to further develop the consequences that follow
from the recognition of the King of the Universe. A person who has a love of humanity and a desire to share
the good and truth with others, would naturally share his knowledge of the King of the Universe, insofar as
he believes it will bring good to others. He would teach others this idea, much like Abraham spent his life
doing, rather than live as if he has a special claim to the God of Abraham. The God of Abraham is the King
over all humanity, and the recognition of the King is for the good of all mankind.
May there come a day when the One Simple Necessary Existence will be recognized by all people as the
One King over the entire Earth. On that day, humanity will be truly united in peace and justice under the
sovereignty of the King of the Universe.

1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multinational_state

2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Morphology_(biology)

1.4.4 God vs The Multiverse (Part 25: Fine Tuner) (2012-09-12 10:15)

This post is predicated upon a person knowing and accepting the [1]historical argument that God gave the
Torah at Mount Sinai, or having some other foundation for accepting the event at Sinai. We have stated
many times that we are not going to prove Divine Providence, and hence we are not going to prove Sinai.
We have only included this post because we have many readers who do know and accept the veracity of the
Torah, and they can thereby benefit from this post. If you do not accept the Torah as true, please skip this
post, as it is not for you, and we are not trying to convince you about it. The proof of God that this series
establishes is in no way contingent on this post.
The different names that God is called, teach important ideas about God. The names are not mystical lucky
charms. They convey concepts about God that human beings can rationally understand. One of the names
of God which is found in the [2]Torah is .ש-די The [3]Talmud in [4]Chagiga 12a (written about 1600 years
ago) explains that ש-די is a contraction of ש (that) and די (enough).
The Talmud expounds upon the introductory [5]verse where God comes to Abraham to seal an eternal
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[6]covenant that He will forever be identified to Abraham’s offspring as the God of Abraham. In that verse,
God identifies Himself to Abraham by saying ”I am the God, .”ש-די The Talmud explains that the concept
of the name is ”I am the One who said to the universe ’enough’.” This is used to explain a particular aspect
of God’s creation of the world. Specifically, the sea covered the entire world until God told the sea to reduce
itself to a precise lower level that would allow life to develop on land. The Talmud sees the name ש-די as
expressing that God is responsible for the specific quantities in nature, such as the sea level. The name ש-די
is, of course, a reference to the One Existence which sets the proper limit for all the quantities in the universe,
not just the sea level. It refers to the One Simple Necessary Existence who fine tuned the exact numbers for
the constants of nature. it means Fine Tuner. God appeared to Abraham with the name} ש-די Fine Tuner.
The great philosopher [7]King David [8]wrote:
ulineאֶצְבְ¼עּת-יךָ מַעֲשֵׂה שָׁמֶיךָ, אֶרְאֶה כִ¼י כ¼וּנָנְתָ¼ה אֲשֶׁר וְכוּכָבִים, יָרֵחַ
תִפְקְדֶנ¼ו¼ כִ¼י ו¼בֶן-אָדָם, כִ¼י-תִזְכְ¼רֶנ¼ו¼; אֱנוּשׁ מָה When I see Your heavens, the work
of Your fingers; The moon and the stars that You gave structure to. (I say) What is man that You should
remember him; a human that Your providence should relate to him. Notice how David calls the universe
the work of God’s fingers, not His hands. [9]Fine motor skills are performed by fingers, not hands. David’s
reaction to seeing the fine tuning in the works of ש-די is wonder and astonishment that the King of the
Universe relates to man at all. David does not conclude that the universe was made only for man. Rather,
he is amazed that a human even registers as something significant enough to be remembered before the King
of the Universe. [10]Maimonides begins the [11]first chapter of Laws of the Fundamentals of the Torah, by
establishing the Reality of One Simple Necessary Existence. He begins the [12]second chapter by defining the
path to loving and fearing God:

What is the path to loving God and having an awe of Him? When a person contemplates
God’s great actions and wondrous creations, and sees from them God’s incomparable and infinite
intelligence, he immediately loves, praises, glorifies, and is passionately drawn to know the Great
Name, as David said ”My soul thirsts for the Living God”.

Simultaneously, as he contemplates these very same great actions and wondrous creations,
he is overcome with a sense of awe and fear at the recognition that he is a tiny lowly creature,
standing with a puny little intelligence before a Perfect Intelligence. As David said ”When I see
the heavens, the work of Your finger; What is man that You should remember him?”

The true anthropic principle that the Torah advocates is awe and fear of God. While we are amazed by the
awesome wisdom manifest throughout the creation, we should be even more astounded that God relates to
us. Abraham said before the King of the Universe, ”[13]I am dust and ashes”. Before the God of Modern
Science we should say, ”We are electrons and quarks”.
It boggles the human mind that the King of the Universe, ש-די who fine tuned the universe with infinite
intelligence, with great kindness gave the Torah at Mount Sinai to the descendants of Abraham, Isaac, and
Jacob . Approximately 3300 years ago, amid the loud blasts of a [14]shofar with millions of their offspring as
eye witnesses, God spoke these words:

מִצְרַיִם מֵאֶרֶץ הוּצֵאתִיךָ אֲשֶׁר אֱלּהֶיךָ יְ־הּוָ־ה אָנּכִי פָ¼נָי עַל
אֲחֵרִים אֱ־לּהִים לְךָ יִהְיֶה לּא עֲבָדִים. מִבֵ¼ית

”I, One Simple Necessary Existence, am your God who took you out of Egypt from the house
of slavery. You should not have faith in any other gods except for Me.”

These two fundamental principles of the Torah, [15]the recognition of One Real God and the denial of all
false gods, are in fact two sides of one coin, and form the cornerstone of the entire Torah. The [16]Wise Men
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of Israel encapsulated the essence of this concept when they [17]said: ”Anyone who attributes reality to false
gods, denies the entire Torah and everything the prophets ever prophesied. And anyone who denies false
gods, acknowledges the truth of the entire Torah.”
When primitive man was still bowing down to idols, the Real God’s prophets continuously reinforced this
foundation of the Torah. They warned against making any physical form or image of God, as that ultimately
leads man to incorrectly conceive of God as a complex existence. While even modern man has difficulty
rejecting any complexity associated with God, the Torah has always insisted that man relate to the idea of
God only as One Simple Necessary Existence. God’s Torah is the book that He gave us which instructs man
how to lead a true and real life. To this day, it is not only current, but remains far ahead of its time.

1. http://www.mesora.org/god/

2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Torah

3. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talmud

4. http://hebrewbooks.org/shas.aspx?mesechta=13&daf=12&format=pdf

5. http://www.chabad.org/library/bible_cdo/aid/8212

6. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Covenant_(biblical)

7. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/King_David

8. http://www.chabad.org/library/bible_cdo/aid/16229

9. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fine_motor_skills

10. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maimonides

11. http://www.mechon-mamre.org/i/1101.htm

12. http://www.mechon-mamre.org/i/1102.htm

13. http://www.chabad.org/library/bible_cdo/aid/8213

14. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shofar#Bible_and_rabbinic_literature

15. http://www.blogoshiur.com/2012/09/god-vs-multiverse-part-22-reality-vs.html

16. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chazal

17. http://www.chabad.org/library/bible_cdo/aid/9943/showrashi/true

1.4.5 God vs The Multiverse (Part 26: Conclusion) (2012-09-19 14:13)

We would like to conclude the proof with a slightly humorous story which helps explain one of the most
disturbing things about ”multiverse science.” Besides for the fact that multiverse theory itself is intrinsically
untestable, it also renders the correct alternative explanation for the fine tuning of the universe, the action
of an Intelligent Agent, impossible to prove. Any proof for God, becomes a proof for the multiverse. (It’s
cheating.)

To illustrate this point, consider the following fictitious story. At the international physics conference
Multiverse 2020, an amazing event takes place. An immense voice, apparently coming from the heavens (or
some other universe in the multiverse), declares the following:

”I am the God of the Universe. I designed the laws of nature, carefully chose exact values
for the constants, and precisely arranged the initial conditions of the universe in order to bring
about the structured, beautiful universe that you are fortunate to live in. In specific, I made the
fine structure constant equal to 0.08542455 because if it were any larger, then... and if it were
any smaller, then... Similarly, I set the cosmological constant... (continues thus for all known
constants).

I only created one universe. There is no multiverse. All multiverse theories are false unfounded
speculations which were posited to avoid the manifest indications of My Existence. As I will
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not appear to every generation of physicists, make sure to tell your descendants this important
message and prevent them from wasting their time and energy pursuing a nonexistent multiverse.”

At first, the physicists are awed, impressed, and stunned. After a few minutes, one multiverse theorist begins
to stir. He starts scribbling some calculations. Suddenly, he leaps to his feat and exclaims:

”How did thathappen? That was one highly improbable random fluctuation! In fact, I estimate
that the probability of such a sound wave occurring by chance alone is about 1 part in 10500. Since
we all know and have agreed that God cannot possibly exist, how can we explain the occurrence
of such an unlikely event?

The necessary conclusion is that this is yet another confirmation of the existence of the
multiverse. There has to be at least one universe (actually an infinite number of universes) in
the great big infinite set of universes in the multiverse, in which the constants are fine tuned,
the initial conditions are properly set, and the laws of nature are perfectly constructed, for the
emergence of an ordered structured universe AND for that immense voice to be produced by
chance.

By the weak anthropic principle, it is obvious that the intelligent observers who hear this voice
and wonder what caused it, will be in this improbable universe. It is no evidence for the existence
of God, as then we are left with the question of what caused Him? How would it help to posit
God anyway, as we wouldn’t know anything about Him?

Rather, it is the ultimate pillar of support for our well-grounded theory that we are living
in just one universe out of infinitely many universes. There are probably other universes where
similar voices appeared at biology conferences, or at a Rolling Stones concert, or in the desert on
Mount Sinai. None of this should be a surprise, given the infinite number of universes that truly
exist.

Wait a minute...In fact, multiverse theory predicts that there are an infinite number of
multiverses that have these apparent revelations! Finally, we have empirical confirmation for
predictions of our theory. A mass revelation in favor of the multiverse! It is something impossible
to be faked. We could never have dreamed of better evidence. The ultimate pillar of support! We
must diligently pass on this empirical confirmation of multiverse theory to all future generations,
as we will probably never have any other observational evidence to support the multiverse.”

A multiverse theorist might claim that we are attacking a straw man; fine tuned constants are a necessary
precondition for intelligent observers, but mass revelations are not. We will quickly review their argument
from the weak anthropic principle ([1]post 5) to explain how they would try to distinguish between the two
cases.
In order for us as intelligent observers to ask about the constants, the constants must already be fine tuned
in our universe. Since that is the case, of course we happen to be in a universe in which they are fine tuned,
as there aren’t any intelligent observers in the infinity of other universes to ask the question. Someone had to
”win the lottery” and we happen to have ”the lucky ticket”.
In fact, their argument goes further than just explaining how the constants seem so fine tuned. Since an
Intelligent Designer cannot possibly exist, the only possible explanation for us having these special values
is that we are part of an infinite multiverse. This then becomes [2]one of the three pillars of support that
allegedly prove that the multiverse really exists.
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However, a multiverse theorist will argue, it is certainly possible to have a universe with intelligent observers,
but without a mass revelation. Thus, if they were to actually witness such a revelation, they claim that they
would accept the existence of an Intelligent Designer. They therefore state that the multiverse is [3]falsifiable.
(See the Weinberg video from [4]post 20.)
Although we agree with this distinction between the constants and a mass revelation, we think that it is
irrelevant in terms of the falsifiability of multiverse theory. According to multiverse theory, there are infinitely
many universes of every type: some with fine tuned constants, some with constants that are not fine tuned;
some with fine tuned constants and revelations, some with fine tuned constants and no revelations.
In a minority of fine tuned multiverses in the infinite multiverse, there are some universes with apparent
revelations that occur through random fluctuations. Despite this, we would not predict observing such a
revelation in advance. Since most universes do not have revelations, we would assume that we are in the
most common universe that is consistent with all our prior observations.
However, once we observe a revelation, it becomes clear that we are in one of the ”lucky” universes which do
have apparent revelations. Someone has to be in them, just like someone has to win the lottery and someone
has to have fine tuned constants. In fact, since an Intelligent Designer cannot possibly exist, the only possible
explanation for this apparent revelation is that we exist as part of an infinite multiverse.
The reasoning in the two cases is nearly identical. The fact that the existence of an intelligent observer is not
contingent upon a revelation is irrelevant to the discussion. An honest multiverse theorist has faith that there
are an infinite number of fine tuned multiverses with intelligent observers who do witness revelations. Thus,
a witness of such a revelation should conclude that he is in the subset of multiverses that is still consistent
with all his prior observations (that now include an apparent revelation).
The concept of this fictitious story presents a serious problem for a multiverse theorist. If he would be moved
by such a revelation and accept an Intelligent Designer, he would be contradicting the very line of reasoning
which led him to believe that the incredible fine tuning found in our universe is actually a pillar of support
for the multiverse. If on the other hand, he would deny God and actually respond in a similar manner as is
parodied above, he is guilty of assuming his conclusion. He may as well say that God does not exist because
he has faith that God does not exist. There is absolutely nothing that could ever convince him otherwise.
The greater the miracle, the greater the pillar of support for the multiverse. This is a excellent example of
the fallacy we called [5]multiverse of the gaps.

There is no logical justification for assuming [6]a priori that the ultimate cause of the universe is unintelligent
randomness as opposed to an Intelligent Agent. Rather, the question is logically one of an a posteriorinature;
it demands observation of the universe in order to be determined. It is hard not to draw the conclusion from
some of the statements multiverse scientists make (throughout the articles and videos we have linked to in
these posts) that they have already made up their minds about God, irrespective of the actual evidence. They
have decided as a group that God does not exist, and they have shut down their minds to honest inquiry.

It behooves you to use your own mind, and not rely on expert physicists and cosmologists to teach you
philosophical truths, especially when you know how much emotional baggage is tied up with the idea of God.
You need to investigate the Ultimate Cause of the universe, so that you can decide for yourself what is true.

1. http://www.blogoshiur.com/2012/06/god-vs-multiverse-part-5-origin-of-life.html

2. http://www.blogoshiur.com/2012/07/god-vs-multiverse-part-11-string-theory.html

3. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Falsifiability

4. http://www.blogoshiur.com/2012/08/god-vs-multiverse-part-20-monotheism.html

5. http://www.blogoshiur.com/2012/07/god-vs-multiverse-part-8-multiverse-of.html

6. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A_priori_and_a_posteriori

1.4.6 God vs The Multiverse (Part 27: Summary of Stage Three) (2012-09-27 12:28)

Since this is the final post of the proof, we are going to quickly summarize the first two stages of the proof
and present a more elaborate summary of the third stage.
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In Stage One, we established that the constants of nature and the initial conditions of the big bang were fine
tuned for the purpose of producing an ordered universe, with a hierarchy of complex structures on all orders
of magnitude. This is based upon the fact (that is accepted by almost every physicist and cosmologist) that
if the constants or initial conditions were significantly different from their known values, our entire universe
would be an unstructured, chaotic soup of elementary particles instead of the interesting complex universe
that we exist in.
In [1]Post 17, we showed that although the fine tuning naturally points to an Intelligent Designer, there are
three, and only three, possible alternative explanations for this fact. Throughout [2]Stage One we explained
why almost all scientists reject two of the alternatives: the Master Mathematical Equation, and the possibility
that the constants and initial conditions are themselves Necessary Existences. The remaining alternative
explanation for the fine tuning was random chance with infinite tries (the multiverse).
In Stage Two, we exposed major problems with the multiverse, and undermined the ’supports’ of multiverse
theory. Even though multiverse theory is embraced by most scientists (rather than an Intelligent Designer),
it is a fundamentally flawed theory that upon deeper investigation, fails as an explanation. We summarized
most of these difficulties and failed supports in Post 17.
It remained for us to show how it was possible to formulate the explanation of an Intelligent Designer, in a
way that did not suffer from the critical flaws that scientists lodge against God. We want to stress again that
we are not simply accepting an Intelligent Designer as the explanation for the fine tuning because it is the
only viable possibility remaining. Rather, in addition to being the only possible explanation left, the fine
tuning in Stage One directly points to Intelligence as its natural explanation.
We began Stage Three by presenting (in [3]Post 18) the God of Abraham, which we formulated as One
Simple Necessary Existence. We showed how this ancient concept of God is free from the many questions
that atheistic scientists raise against God, and is the proper explanation for the fine tuning.
Specifically, in [4]Post 19, we answered:

• 1) Who caused God?

• 2) If God has no cause, then why does He even exist?

In [5]Post 20, we answered:

• 3) Who designed the complex intelligent designer?

• 4) Why is God this way rather than some other way?

• 5) How do you know there aren’t two or more Gods?

In [6]Post 21, we answered:

• 6) What does the word ’God’ even mean? It merely signifies an empty mysterious Being, which does
not explain how order, complexity, and fine tuning come from this Being!

• 7) How could the God of Abraham (One Simple Necessary Existence) possibly be the Intelligent Designer
of the universe? Doesn’t saying that God is Intelligent, necessarily imply complexity in His Absolutely
Simple Essence?

In [7]Post 22, we explained how the God of Abraham is an intellectually satisfying idea, even though it does
not cater to a person’s primitive desires for gods that he can identify with. However, for an emotionally
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mature person, the God of Abraham is an emotionally satisfying idea.
The main idea throughout Stage Three was to differentiate between God’s Essence and His actions. The
separation between the Absolutely Simple Existence and the universe He created, is the critical philosophical
concept from which everything else follows.
God’s Essence is Absolutely Simple, and therefore, intrinsically does not lend itself to being understood in
terms of anything simpler. The idea of a fundamental principle is something integral to modern science,
as well as any system that follows from first principles. By definition, something fundamental can not be
understood in terms of something simpler. We illustrated this key point with analogies from the fundamental
particles and the fundamental interactions of modern physics (in Post 18 and 21).
The only possible knowledge about the Essence ofOne Absolutely Simple Necessary Existence is negative
knowledge. This means that we can know that He is not two; His Essence has no complexity; there is no
other cause for His Existence; He Exists in Reality, and is not a figment of the imagination.
However, we can have positive knowledge about God’s complex actions. We developed this idea in the second
part of Stage Three. We can study the laws of nature and the universe that results from those laws, and see
God’s infinite intelligence manifest throughout His creations. We can see the infinite power of the [8]God of
the Universe, when we realize that He created everything from absolute nothing.
We observe that the [9]King of the Universe’s actions result in order and stability, and we therefore say He
acts harmoniously and justly. As humans are also a small part of the design, this recognition obligates us
to act in line with our design and purpose. This does not mean that the laws of nature exists solely for the
purpose of making human beings. On the contrary, the [10]true anthropic principle that a person should
believe is that a human being is just a small part of the vast cosmic design for the universe as a whole.
Nevertheless, we are a part of the whole, and as such, we should act accordingly.
Throughout the proof, we have emphasized that we as human beings have the freedom to ascertain what we
believe to be true and real. This can not be denied without skeptically denying the truth-discerning ability of
the mind itself. We have the internal perception that we are free to choose to live according to the dictates
of our minds, and we are also free to reject our minds and live according to our emotions and desires. This
proof, as well as any other proof of anything, rests upon this assumption.
One final point. We are not missionaries, and we have no desire to intellectually or emotionally bully anyone
into believing something they do not truly accept. The question of God vs the multiverse, is something that
you [11]can not rely upon authorities to decide for you. You can only rely on your own mind and choose
freely for yourself. We hope that this proof has helped to give you the knowledge that is a prerequisite for an
informed free choice.
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1.4.7 God vs The Multiverse (Table of Contents) (2012-09-27 12:29)

Below is the table of contents for God vs The Multiverse: a rational argument for the Existence of One
God who intelligently designed the universe. The argument does not rely on any religious beliefs, but is
rather based entirely on modern science and rational philosophy. We have assumed that the reader has no
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background in physics or mathematics, above a basic high school education. However, we have also assumed
that the reader compensates for this with a genuine motivation to understand the argument, and is willing to
spend the requisite time and energy that is necessary for acquiring first hand knowledge of God’s Existence.

Stage One - Evidence for an Intelligent Designer
[1]Stage 1a - The fine tuning of the constants of nature and the initial conditions of the big bang

• [2]Part 1 - Introduction

• [3]Part 2 - The Mystery

• [4]Part 3 - The Solution

• [5]Part 4 - The Initial Conditions

[6]Stage 1b - Elaboration and clarification of the two pillars of support

• [7]Part 4.5 - Intelligent Design

• [8]Part 5 - The Origin of Life

• [9]Part 6 - Summary of Stage One

Stage Two - The Multiverse
[10]Stage 2a - Major flaws with multiverse theory

• [11]Part 7 - The Multiverse

• [12]Part 8 - Multiverse of the Gaps

• [13]Part 9 - The Scientific Method

• [14]Part 10 - Mathematical Wonderland

[15]Stage 2b - Breakdown of the three pillars of support for multiverse theory

• [16]Part 11 - String Theory

• [17]Part 12 - The Theory of Inflation

• [18]Part 13 - Eternal Inflation

[19]Stage 2c - Absurdities of multiverse theory

• [20]Part 14 - Boltzmann Brain Paradox

• [21]Part 15 - Are We Real?

• [22]Part 16 - Scientific Consensus
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• [23]Part 17 - Summary of Stage Two

Stage 3 - One God

[24]Stage 3a - One Simple Necessary Existence

• [25]Part 18 - Simplicity and Complexity

• [26]Part 19 - Necessary Existence

• [27]Part 20 - Monotheism

• [28]Part 21 - On Knowing God

• [29]Part 22 - Reality vs the fantasy

[30]Stage 3b - God’s complex actions

• [31]Part 23 - The God of Modern Science

• [32]Part 24 - King of the Universe

• [33]Part 25 - Fine Tuner

• [34]Part 26 - Conclusion

• [35]Part 27 - Summary of Stage Three
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